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Looking At is published to let you know what we know about an
emerging topic of interest or current concern of elementary and
secondary social studies and social education teachers. We, after
all, are a "clearinghouse." We select, abstract. and Index current
hardtoobtain documents for Research in Education (RI EI anti
current periodical articles for Current Index to Journals in Edu'
cation (CUE). Also, we commission or prepare social studies
practical guidance papers. Interpretive papers, and reference tools
when need, literature, and practice warrant. In the process of
doing this work we get around, talk with many people throughout

the country, have many visitors, and receive many letters and
telephone calla for infOirnatiOn about who is doing what, and
whut is the latest activity on a topic. Before enough theory, prac
lice, or materials Have crystallized or surfaced to warrant a
practical guidance paper, we hope to make available information
about practice, people, materials, and ideas on a topic as we re
ceive it; performing a clearinghouse and communication function
through Looking At,

Looking At is also intended to be a catalyst Increasing coin
munication from you to the clearinghouse. Please send us
descriptions of your work, announcements, questions, syllabi,
guides, experimental materials, and suggestions for a Second
Looking At in future studies and for Looking At on other topics.

Interview:
Paul DeHart Hurd

Paul DeHart Hurd is Chairman of the Human Value .*: Curriculum
Study Project for middle schools being developed under National
Science Foundation funding by the Biological Sciences Currier
lum Study (BSCS), Boulder, Colorado. This project is grappling
with values, sciences, the future, and the learning of children in
such fundamental ways that the product will surely shape educe-
tion in the future.

Hurd has been concerned about the concept of future study since
the 1930s and his early work with the Progressive Education
Association. Most of his work, consulting, and publication has
been related to science curriculum development In elementary
and secondary education. Recently he has been developing the
human values project: chairing a UNESCO project to develop
resource books for South America, South Asia and Africa; con
suiting for NASA on their educational projects: and developing
his own project in human biology. He tries to Incorporate a
futures component into each of these areas, "with modest, very
modest success."

While he and James Oswald were in Boulder working on the BSCS
project, he answered questions and commented on future studies
during a hurried 7 a.m. breakfast.

On the historical perspective of future studies

Hurd: "The term wasn't really used in the 30s and 40s but there
was a great emphasis on dealing with contemporary problems
'contemporary' meant almost immediate. That was a long step
from what wo were dealing with previously, so it was a great step
forward, but it wasn't any more forward than the present, and I
think that the big difference is that we are now taking a forward
look into the problems. It we don't begin working on the cam
plexity of the problems that we now have around us, that we can
identify, that are in the future, then we are never going to be
able to deal with them. We need to deal with problems on a long
term basis and anticipate the goals, the national goals, that we
would like to aspire to. Trying to deal with these immediate
Problems alone tinesn't get us any place...We find almost all of
our effortc 4. ntfs solving these problems whether it's urban
development, transportation, or all of the work that seems to be
taking care of the little things here and there -- have made It all
more complex as time goes on, We haven't solved the problems."

Oswald: "So are you saying, Paul, that the tendency is to partial
accounting and what we need is wholistic accounting? So that
future studies, developing more sophisticated ways for accounting,
could in junior high, senior high, and elementary sensitize kids to
there being more variables in the problem than one, two, or three?"

Hurd: "An illustration the double knits that came in in the last
few years. They are affecting the economy in Australia and New
Zealand, and dry cleaners here, because knits are washable. In the
past, these things have happened randomly and without organize.
Hon, and now we have ourselves into a lot of messes, social and
economic. The problem has impinged on us enough now; it is
conspicuous enough that you can arouse interest.

"One of the things that is happening in the scientific community
is the drive towards social responsibility and an attempt to plan
scientific research in terms of that which is going to be most use
ful to mankind, I think it is an encouraging sign that we are.
getting a forward look. There are efforts in Congress and other
places to bring about a logical assessment, to take a look at the
possible ramifications that a technological development will have
on society and people, before we get so far involved into It...We
are not used to dealing with complex problems that have many,
many interactions. I think there is a new style of thinking coming
in.

"For lack of a bettor name, and I almost hate to use the word, it
Is an ecological kind of thinking, which recognizes the complexity
in the interaction of things, that there Is not straightforward attack
on most problems.,.Now we have just come out of a period in
science, and we are just emerging very slowly into what will hope.
fully be a now era. As you know, In the past ten years all the
efforts of the NSF were confined to disciplintcentered programs
and updating the disciplines, The goals were very restrictive
almost in the opposite direction of future studies. But now there
is a willingness to face that the teaching of science should no
longer be value free. Since we are essentially developing a moral
science, which means assuming this responsibility, you find many
writers, very influential people in terms of the scientific cons
munity, saying we have got to look at these broad Issues, and we
have got to plan science in terms of problems that mankind is
concerned about. So, as a movement I think we are past the
stage of birth,"

On atittudes of students toward future study and the possibility
of a pessimistic outlook

Hurd: "I haven't taught a course on future studios, but from
teachers I have heard who have taught it at the university level
there is a tendency towards students becoming pessimistic. I
think ono of the reasons why student pessimism has developed is
that many courses have dealt entirely with the problems we have...
without considering the goals of mankind, the value questions, and
where we want to be In the year 2n00 what kind of a life
would we like to have. So you start with something that is over
whelming and complex. We need to start the other way, to define
which minor efforts have been made, to redefine our national
goals, and to consider those things which we think are worth
while in life. The poverty among people, as I see it, is a poverty of
commitment and values and where they want to go. Though
many are out in the hills trying to find themselves, I think they
would do better in the library." (Continued pg.2)
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Interview (continued)
On future studies as a distinct course, or infused in the ruesent
curriculum-

Nord: "Now I think future studies should be throughout the
curriculum. The rationale and philosophy of education needs to
be rethought. It is my feeling that we need a new kind of an
education for a new kind of world, to put it in Journalistic terms.
Old models are used to develop courses, far removed from the
kids. This ittitude needs to be rearranged with an expectation
toward Chi..tge. The expectation that tomorrow will be different,
and that we can make it different, is the direction that Is better
for us.

"My view is that the best place to put future studies is through
out the various courses. In science, tor example, we have theories
and principles of long duration. These need to be shown effective
in relation to all the problems of mankind. We have some know-
ledge that is future oriented. I see this as a mechanism for
improving and raising the level of information that is taught
and we have an awful lot of fact and information.based science
courses to the level of knowledge. Then you have the tools by
which you Can progress, for at the knowledge level there Is a
certain firmness - the theories and principles have a eel tain
permanence. I see emphasis on the future as also serving to up
grade many courses to a higher level."

Oswald: "Is there a lack of material? Sonic feel there is not
enough stuff around not enough substance, not enough tech.
Moues to either make a futuristic curriculum or infiltrate the
traditional curriculum with futuristic notions. I would like to
take the opposite point of view. Lying in libraries all over the
world there are books, some of them sixty years old, that any
teacher in any school. in any socioeconomic situation can use to
assist the students in thinking about the unknown, thinking
about pOssibilities and probabilities, thinking about complex
things, and to stimulate practice in dealing with those issues.
When one sees the literature from Kahn, Fuller, Toff ler, Meadows,
and others, one can't argue the lack of material. Movies have a
futuristic theme, So does science fiction, and market research is
always tainted with future probabilities and possibilities. I think
it is very easy to find materials for a course."

Hurd: "There is not a general awareness of the problem, though,
by a large percentage of teachers. Therefore they do not perceive
future studies as their responsibility. I find this with the student
teachers, also. It frightens them, in a way, that they might really
be having something to say about the future."

Oswald: "Some of our graduate students at Syracuse University
in Social Foundations did a little study using the Delphi tech.
nique. They dealt with the social studios curriculum. We asked
them to make projections for five year periods going beyond the
year 2000. It was apparent that these students wore very clear
headed about now and about three years beyond, but when they
got to five, ten, twenty years ahead, practically all had dropped
out and weren't interested, or obviously weren't sensitized. Per
haps the study could be interpreted that people don't typically
think in long, forward time frames. I think there are ways -
exercises, games that can sensitize the teacher, can help us
think in terms of 1980 or 2000."

Hurd: "I wish that tuture studies were a part of a beginning
course that most teachers take, such as the Social Foundations of
Education. You see, I find many English teachers using science
fiction, but that is all they are doing. It is just like using
Shakespeare, except that the future is more interesting to
Youngsters. But to bring any intellectual understanding to science
fiction, to explore vihat it may represent, just doesn't happen. It
is a body of literature that has developed like English literature or
American literature science fiction literature and it is lust
that. I haven't seen really one place where I felt that the study of
science fiction was placed in any kind of intellectual context, that
it might be more than just an interesting and exciting kind of
story you can get kids to read."

Oswald: "So Future studies is a field definitely in search of a
rationale, a tormulation."

Hurd: "You have to have a someplace and a somebody to get
sort of a critical mass. You can't exert a movement in this
country all by yourself. You have to find out who is on the same
side of the fence. A lot of people, I think, are struggling for some
kind of insight They hear about futurism and future studios, and
they read about it, and once in a while there is an article in the
Popular press that sounds kind of ending. I think this is the way
that things sort of get started. I get impatient with the slowness of
it, but it is the clearing of the trees In order to get started, and
there is a little body of literature thr must be and is becoming
more accessible.

Book Review
Mary Jane ()unship and Patricia W. Waal', Worlds in the Making:
Probes for Students of the Future, Englewood Prentice'

1070.

MS book is a sampler, a guide to the extensive literature on the
future.

The illustrations alone are worth the price of the book. In fact,
just about any one of the many articles comprising this book
would be worth the price of the entire collection.

Authors Dunstan and Garlan, of the college of Marin (County,
California) Communications Department and Langley.Porter
Neuropsychlatric Institute, respectively, have provided a signify
cant contribution for futurist education. Between two attractive
soft covers, they have developed a 370.page itinerary for students
who wish to travel the path of considering alternative futures.

Major questions are posed: "Are You Ready?", "The Machine
Enemy or Ally?" and "Evolution or Revolution?". There are
seven categories of articles ranging from "Grokking the Problem"
and "Coping with Change" to "Discovering Human Nature" and
"Inventing the Future."

Contributing authors include Don Fabun, Alvin Toffler, John
Howard Griffin, Ralph Ellison, Ken Kesoy, Joseph Holler, Arthur
C. Clarke, Constantine A. Doxiadis, Richard Buckminster Fuller,
Arthur Miller, David Sarnoff, Robert Theobald, E. M. Forster,
Lewis Mumford, and many others. There are cartoons, sketches,
quotation inserts, and full color photomicrographs and
photographs.

"Let us imagine a particular space and time circa 1986," begins
one of the inserts in Stronger in A Strange Land. It continues,
"a home in the suburbs of Phoenix. A man is sitting In the middle
of a circular room, and on the curved walls around him he can see
the ocean - surf breaking over the rocks.,." Where, the author
asks, "does 'reality' begin and end?"

Or consider "Aro You Ready?", which begins, "Your child may
live to be 100. And in his lifetime, he may take drugs to raise his
intelligence, may have a 'talking' computer as a colleague, and
may select the characteristics of his children before they are
born..." Ano humor, too, as in the case of two scholarly gentle
men observing a shaft of light..."What do you think, Professor?
Is it a laser, a maser, a quasar, or lust a little ray of hope for all
mankind?" For the student and teacher, Worlds in the Making is a
"ray of hope..."

It is an excitingly bold effort. For the teacher and student it is a
course on futuristic thinking wrapped up In a beautiful package.
Its table of contents amounts to a syllabus for future studies.

And for those who need further assistance, the authors have
provided a Teacher's Manual/Future File. In this prepunched
(for notebook) tearapart manual, teacher guidance is provided in
one type and students are counseled In italics, For each section of
the book there is a corresponding section in the manual and these
pages are loaded with ideas, suggestions, and "Other Resources"
complete with addresses and zip codes. Together, the book and
manual are a teacher's dream. (Publishers: Look this set over and
consider the loving care that the production team invested In this
handful of paper and ink. Maybe this format is what you have
been looking for.)

Worlds in the Making is a turnedon communication that presents
educators with a problem: If teachers of English and science and
social studies all want to use the book, then what will happen to
the "boundaries" between "the subjects" as we have known them?
Perhaps Carl Rogers was correct in advising, "in the coming world
the capacity to face the new appropriately is more important than
the ability to know and repeat the old."

Worlds in the Making is a primer for those interested in "facing
the new" including the unexpected.

James M. Oswald
American Universities Field Staff

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Environmental education concerns die part of future studies
concerns. Write for the newsletter of the ERIC Clearinghouse for
Science, Mathematics and Environmental Education, which is
distributed free of charge. Address: SME AC, Environmental
Education Newsletter, 1460 West Lane Ave., Columbus, Ohio
43210.
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One of the eleven subunits of an eigh(week unit, On Conflict:
A Curriculum Unit with Comments, by Olin Kirkland is
"Planning for the Future, Measures of Probability and Study of
Emilie Events." The put pose of the whole unit is to give students
a more detailed understanding of the concepts Mtn realities of
conflict, violence, war, and international behavior than is usually
done with the onlinary piecemeal textbook approach to human
inlet action. Kit kland worked with the Diablo Valley Education
Project, Berkeley, California and this unit was funded by the New
York Friends Group, Inc , and the Center for War/Peace Studies.
It was produced in 1970 and has 91 pages, Order ED 054 -001.

Humanities ill: The Future of Man is a syllabus to be abstracted
in the Mauch issue of RIE, but available now for $2.00 from the
Stanton School District, 1800 Limestone Road, Wilmongton,
Delaware 19804. This humanities syllabus is the last of three
sequential programs and is intended for 12th grade students. Some
of the major objectives of the course are to: I) create an under
standing of the nature of communication and its impact on human
activity; 2) explore some problem solving techniques and
philosophies and their possible impact On human direction;
3) show the relationships which determine formation of values
with a view toward value planning for the future; 4) discover
maim technological, social, political, economic, and aesthetic
problems that man must successfully contend with in order to
survive; and 5) reveal that the positive approach to a problem is
dealing with it squarely. The focus is upon students pondering
the quality of life and ways that will make life better, and more
over, on presupposing a more humanistic future world.

Keep watching monthly issues of Research in Education for
material to study and teach about the future. The terms describing
this concept specifically, such as "futurism,"futurologV,"
"futuristics," "future study," have not been added to the ERIC
Thesaurus and therefore do not appear in the RIE index The
Thesaurus is continousiy being expanded to adjust to new con
coots and developments in education. A specific index term may
be used in future issues. Presently, documents about future
studies can be accessed through a computer search of the hien
fiber file. the manual searcher should search for abstracts under
several categories according to the slant of his particular interest;
Ecology, Educational Change, Educational Planning, Enviro
mental Education, Human Geography, Humanities, Peace,
Population Trends, Prediction, Social Change. Social Planning,
Social Problems, Social Values, System Development, Tech.
nological Advancement, Technology, Values, War, World Affairs,
and Won Id Problems.
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INSERVICE SEMINAR ON TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY

The Indiana University Anthropology Case Materials Project is
experimenting with new classroom materials on the topic of tech
nology arid with a new inservice format, In the belief that
teachers tend to become intellectually isolated, both from teacher
colleagues and from academic resources outside the school, the
project supplies materials for a tenses ion seminar on technology
and society. The sessions are selfconducted by small groups of
teachers meeting in their own schools. In fact, the only way in
which the experimental material.; can be obtained is for at least
three teachers within a given school to agree to meet together for
ten sessions using the seminm package supplied by the project.
The package includes papers, audio tapes, end a discussion guide.

The seminar package and classroom sets of student materials are
now available at cost tram RCMP. For tut they details write to
Robert G. Harvey, Director, Anthropology Case Materials
Project, 914 Atwater, Blot mington, Indiana 47401.

S/G/N

Simulation and future study from sophisticated systems such
as the World Game developed by Buckminster Fuller, to games
for elementary and secondary students that are based upon
science fiction is the focus of an issue of Simulation/Gaming/
News (S,G/N), a new tabloid format newsletter. Request Vol. 1,
No. 3, September 1972 from S/G/N, Box 3039, University
Station. Moscow, Idaho 83843. Single issues are S1 and the sub-
scription rate is $4 for five issues. Duplicate copies, hulk rates,
are available for classroom use.

SOCIAL SCIENCE RECORD
A few issues of the Social Science Record, a Jour,' hl of the New
York State Council for the Social Studies, Vol. 7, No. 3, Spring
1971 are still available. This issue centered on future studies in
social studies. Write the journal, 412 Maxwell Hall, Syracuse
University, Syracuse, New York 13210.
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U. S. COMMISSION FOR THE OCEAN

"Present Law of the Sea and its Evolution," Is a sixpage
graphed intetpretation In non technical language by the U.S.
Commission for the Goan. Another of their publications Is on
manganese modules dan explains "why the flap" about obtaining
this resource from the sea Roth publications ale available tree of
charge in single copies front the commission. Arthur Goldbetg,
former U.S. Ambassador and Supreme Court Judge is director of
the organization, and Samuel Levering Is executive secretalY.
The commission studies ocean development, machinery, °Niro
merit, and the resources WOO" to life in the ocean - oil,
manganese, fishing, etc. The laissez faire attitude toward use of
the ocean is giving way to conflicting national claims. The corn
mission works primarily in the legislative field and with delega
lions from other countries. Producing study materials is not
their primary objective, however, In addition to the above non
technical publications, more detailed economic analyses are
available to the teacher who may want to study the law of di,
sea more in depth or who may want a wile,' ranging perspective
on the scientific and social significance of the ocean for future
studies. Write: U.S. Commission for the Ocean, 246 2nd St.,
N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002.
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FUTURE STUDIES AT THE GRADUATE LEVEL

The Final Report of an 18month Future Studies curriculum
development project conducted at California State University,
San Jose, under sponsorship of the U.S. Office of Education is
now available in limited numbest from the Program Colrectors,
and will be available through EDRS early In 1973, The Final
Report title and author abstract follow:

A GRADUATE LEVEL SURVEY OF FUTURES STUDIES:
A CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT. David C.
Miller, Adjunct Professor, and Dr. Ronald L. H.Int, Professor,
California State University, San Jose. 31 August 1972, 340
Pages.

ABSTRACT: An introductory graduatestudentlevel course
curriculum for Future Studies was conceived, designed, and
tested within the Cybernetic Systems Program and the Instruc
Vona! Technology Department, School of Education, California
State University, San Jose, The Curriculum consists of a series of
15 Learning Modules, including two devoted to a Standard Study
Procedure and 13 treating the following concepts: The TimeLine,
Appraising Futures Reports, Futures Studies Methods, Change,
Alternative Futures, Forecastability, Confidence in Forecasts,
Attitudes Toward Futures, Values and Futures, Transcendental
Change, and Stability. An experimental offering of the course
emphasized student development of multimedia presentations
and demonstrated the basic viability of both the curriculum and
the multim..elia approach.

The Final Report includes a detailed, 76page curriculum guide
and an extensive 95page multimedia Learning Resources Guide,
Each Guide will be published sepapately in 1973 by DCM Assts.
elates, 908 Fox Plaza, San Francisco, California 94102.

A very few administrative copies of the Final Report have been
produced at the Program Directors' personal expense so that they
may be immediately available to futures studios instructors who
wish to evaluate the curriculum for possible adoption, Requests
for Single Copies Only will be filled in the order received until
the limited supply is exhausted.

The Final Report is priced at 515.00 postpaid. Check or money
order for the full amount must accompany requests,

LEARNING TO BE

The literature of educational change is a potential source of
readings for future studies. Learning to Be is a report by a
UNESCO commission reviewing major trends and developing
strategies for educational change. These are guidelines for change
based on the car principles of flexibility, continuity, democracy,
end education as lifelong processes. Thoughtprovoking methods
of "'owning to be" are explored: integration of child and adult
education; use of media experiments; community involvement in
claytoday education; changing the physical aspect of the school;
the new focus on preschool education throughout the world;
teacher /student relationships that prepare students for self.
learning: the movement against at in education; the
role of examinations in selfassessment; and the biology of edu
cation - experiments in human brain capacity.

Learning to be: The World of Education Today and Tommorrow.
UNESCO/Harrap, 1972. 313 pp. paperback, Order from:
UNIPUB, Inc., P. 0. Box 433, New York. N.Y. 10016.



DELPHI

The American Association of School Administrators, National
Academy for School Executives, used the Delphi technique to
project the future at their Miami Beach seminar. Harold G. Shane
and other speakers outlined their visions of the educational future.

AMERICA AND N4E FUTURE OF MAN:
A COLLEGE COURSE THROUGH THE NEWSPAPER

On December 11, 1072 Education USA, a weekly educational
newsletter published by the National School Public Relations
Association reported that a conellelevel course on "America
and the Future of Man" will be printed in at least 66 newspapers
next September. The National Endowment for the Humanities
reports that newspapers across the country will carry the course
material, which will consist of 20 lectures of about 1,400 words
each by a variety of scholars. Readers may, if they wish, affiliate
with a college to take examinations on the material for college
credit. The project was originally announced last June by the
Endowment, which made a $06,000 grant to the University of
California at San Diego to develop and test the course. At that
time, plans were to limit it to six newspapers. Because of an
unexpectedly large interest, "we've removed all limits, and will
accept all comers," says William Emerson, director of the
Endowment's research division. Fifty five newspapers have agreed
to print the course; another 48 have indicated initial interest. "We
want to reach the person who was turned off by school, but
might be interested in learning on his own," says Caleb A. Lewis,
project director.

VIEW OF THE 21ST CENTURY

View of the 21st Century is a humanities curriculum outline and
teaching guide for secondary classes. The outline was developed
by Angela Elefante, John Mayer, John Grassi, Barbara Davenport,
and Mark Primack under Project Search for the Utica Free
Academy. Utica, N.Y.

They chose the humanities appraoch to studying the futon-. be
cause they believed it was the approach most open to a broad
spectrum of students and was sensitive to the talents that students
bring to the classroom. The 327.page guide draws heavily on
teaching guides from the television series, The 21st Century. Films
from the series are available for loan from Modern Talking
Picture Service, Inc., 1212 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y.
and probably from some regional film libraries.

This outline is limited primarily to discussion activities and in
eludes long reading lists. Topics are tied together loosely and
have varying emphasis. The outline is available for loan from
Joanne Binkley, ER IC/ChESS. It is useful as a reference resource
for teachers developing future studies units.

WORLD LAW FUND NOW INSTITUTE FOR WORLD ORDER

The World Law Fund recently changed its name to the Institute
for World Order. The name change continues to reflect the edu
cation, future, and peace orientation of this nonprofit group,
which was established in 1981. Its purpose, "Is to forward the
world educational effort that is the prerequisite of a future
system of International relations In which war has been eliminated
and worldwide economic welfare and social justice have been
achieved. Believing that only an enlightened and educated citi
zenry can develop the policies and transition steps for such a
system of world order, the Fund seeks to introduce the subject
of world order Into the curricula of all major educational systems
throughout the world on the graduate, undergraduate, and
secondary levels and to encourage study of this subject by or
ganizations, adult education groups, and all concerned persons.
The Fund is not a foundation with capital resources of its own.
Its program of research, publication, and teacher training is
entirely supported by contributions."

Write to the Institute, 11 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10038,
for information about the 60 instructional materials they have
produced, ranging from textbooks and simulations to films.
These provide the minimum requirements for teaching world
order problems. Ways and Means of Teaching About World Order
is the title of their free newsletter.

The most comprehensive project of the Institute is the Worid
Order Models Project (WOMP). Public figures and scholars from
eight regions of the world have been developing eight models of
preferred world order systems. Each group relates its preferred
world to the present by stating the recommended steps of
transition. The reports and essays derived from the reports will
be published early in 1973. The essays will be made available to
educational systems alt over the world for study simultaneously
with WOMP's studying differences in tha models and possible
syntheses.
mmw
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WORLD FUTURE SOCI v. 1'Y

The World Future Society Bulletin is a feature of the Society's
supplemental program, which also includes selected papers and
other materials designed to amplify information contained in the
Society's journal, The Futurist. The supplemental program is
available only to society ntembefs and non.member subscribers to
The Futurist. Cost is $10 per year. The address is: World Future
Society, P. 0. Box 30369, Bethesda Station, Washington, D.C.
20014. Both publications are basic to any futures studies cur
riculum development.

the Bulletin is mimeographed and stapled, usually six to eight
pages. It contains such Information as book reviews, notices of
meetings, and special information items like the following.

"Thomas Evan Jones, Vice President of the World Future
Society's New York City chapter, is giving a course or 'Our
Options for the Future' at the New School for Social Research.
Jones says the course provides 'a systematic analysis of a variety
of important forecasts Forecasts of postindustrial society by
Sell and Kahn are evaluated in the light of objection raised by
Nisbet and Theobald. Special attention to the conflict between
the FullerMcHale forecasts of utopian abundance end the
ForresterMeadows forecasts of impending limits to growth.'

"Jones is now writing a dissertation on futurism as partial fill
filhnent of the requirements fore doctorate in the social sciences
at the New School, This will be his second doctorate; his first
(from JohnHopkins) is in philosophy,

"For Information, write: Thomas E. Jones, 61 Horatio Street,
Apt, IF, New York, New York 10014,"

FUTURECENTERED SCHOOLS?

"The old unconscious social rules and controls under which men
have lived for hundreds of years, and in some cases for milliniums,
are rapidly dissolving in the acids of modern science, technology,
and social techniques. Under these conditions man must take
hold of his own behavior, just as he has taken hold of his physical
and biological environment, and deliberately shape his destiny.

"Only in this setting does the study of controversial questions
have meaning. For a question is controversial precisely because it
has reference to the future. The answer to such a question always
projects a future state of affairs and it is this transcendent aspect
of the question that gives rise to the controversy and arouses
emotions and feelings. A controversial question always centers
In differences of opinion about the shape of the future which we
should strive to achieve...For only as boys and girls come to grip
with the problem of determining the goals which we as a people
should attempt to achieve for ourselves, not as individuals, but as
a people, can the study of any controversial social question be
answered In terms of the common good.

"In this period of social uncertainty and confusion it is not
enough to help boys and girls understand social trends and think
about social problems, no matter how thoroughly and critically
these things may be done. (n addition, the youth must be en
couraged to project their thinking into the future, to conceive the
kind of social ends and relationships it Is possible to build within
the bounds of basic social trends, and to think constructively end
cooperatively in the projection os social goals for our time. Only
as we have a citizenry capable of deliberately constructing the
future as they work with the present can we expect to weather
the social storms which are destined to mark the twentieth
century."

This is taken from "We Need FutureCentered Schools," by B.
Othannel Smith in Progressive Education, October 1848, page 28.

FOOTNOTES TO THE FUTURE
Wri

Footnotes to the Future Is a monthly newsletter published by
Futuremics, Inc., a consulting firm and association of professionals
committed to "helping individuals, groups, and organizations
meet and solve problems which have a direct bearing on the future."
Subscription for 12 issues is $10, address: Futuremics, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 48, Annapolis, Md. 21404.

One issue no:etains items about the British Maplin Aire.' t, the
world's first environmental airport, and the United Nations 'As.
cussion of an International University. "Book notes" has excerpts
from Is Today Tommorrow? by Jerome Agel, contrituting
editor. ''PerIrdical notes" refers to articles in Harper's, The
Ecologist, and Futures, and the table of contents of The Center
Magazine is reproduced. "Group notes," another interesting
feature, describes a future studies group in New Jersey.
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Looking At is a current Gwaronoss bulletin published
occasionally by tho ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/
Social Science Education (EIVGIChESS). filtle/GhESS is
funded by tho National Institute of Education (NIE) and
soonsorod by rho Social Scionco Education Consortium
(SSEC) and the University of Colorado. Free copies or
Looking At may bo obtained trom: EilleiChESS. Looking
At. 065 Broadway. Boulder, COiOrillit) 80302. it you request
your name and address will be added to a mailing list tor all
bulletins to be published in the coming your. People already
on the clearinghouse newsletter mailing list for Keeping Up
will automatically recolye the Looking M bulletins.

DUG1TION

Purpose
Looking At is published to let you know what we know about
an emerging topic of interest or current concern of
elementary and secondary social studies and social educa-
tion teachers. We, after all, are a "clearinghouse." We
select. abstract, and index current hard-to-obtain documents
for Research in Education (RIE) and current periodical
articles for Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE).
Also, we commission or prepare social studies practical
guidance papers, interpretive papers, and reference tools
when need, literature and practice warrant. In the process of
doing this work we get around, talk with many people

throughout the country, have many visitors, and receive
many letters and telephone calls for information about who
is doing what, and what is tho latest activity on a topic.
Before enough theory, practice, or materials have crystalized
or surfaced to warrant a practical guidance paper, we
hope to make available information about practice, people,
materials, and ideas on a topic as we receive it; performing a
clearinghouse and communication function through
Looking At.

Looking At is also intended to be a catalyst increasing
communication from you to the clearinghouse. Please send
us descriptions of your work, announcements, questions,
syllabi, guides, experimental materials, and suggestions for a
second Looking At in legal education and for Looking At
on other topics.

Interview:
Joel Hennin

Joel F. Henning is the Staff Director of the American Bar
Association's Special Committee on Youth Education
for Citizenship in Chicago, Illinois. The YEFC was established
to support the creation and improvement of K-12 law-related
programs in communities throughout the country. Its
function is to facilitate efforts at curriculum development.
teacher training, and the like. It also serves as a clearing-
house of information about law-related studies. Some of its
current activities are described on page 4 of this issue of
Looking At . . . .

14 Henning, an attorney, undertook the directorship of the
YEFC in the spring of 1972. A graduate of Harvard Law
School, Henning has worked for the government of India on

ek a Ford Foundation program, practiced corporate law with
cs a large firm, and been a Fellow and Director of Program at
10 the Adlai Stevenson Institute of International Affairs,
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University of Chicago. He has worked with Ralph Nader on
the development of a federal business corporation law
and published an essay on corporate law in Nader's collec-
tion eiltitled Corporate Power in America. While at the
Stevenson Institute, Henning lectured to college and
business groups around the country. He was dismayed by
how little students and adults know about the law. Thus,
when the ABA asked him to undertake the development of
their YEFC project, he was already convinced of the need
for such a program.

When we decided to do this issue of Looking At . we
immediately thought of Henning as the most likely candidate
for the interview. Through his work with the YEFC during
the last year, he has become perhaps better informed than
anyone else in the country about the breadth and depth
of the legal education movement. In a telephone interview,
he gave Karen Wiley, the ERIC/ChESS staff editor, his
perspectives on law-related studies.

On the relationship of legal education to the school
curriculum
Henning: What we call "law-related studies" is very much a
part of the social studies. However, I would say that it is
different from the traditional social studies approach to the
same substantive materialsissues of law, Supreme Court
decisions, the structure of government, the structure of our
legal system, matters involving patriotism, and so on. These
have been handled largely as uncritical expositions of the
structure of government and the legal system. We urge
educators to come to grips with real legal and social
problems on a case-method basis, using open-ended,
inquiry-oriented techniques.

Also, we feel strongly that law-related studies should not be
deferred until high school but must begin at the earliest
elementary grades. In fact, we've done some work with the
Children's Television Workshop, which produces Sesame
Street, and have found that many open-ended, problematic
issues of life and law are ideal for use by very young
children. These include interesting problems of authority,
fairness, legitimacy, rule-making, rule-enforcing, and so on.
All these things are of enormous importance to younger
kids. Every time they line up at the water fountain, every
time they have to share their toys, they are involved in a
jurisprudential problem. We have found that young kids are
more comfortable in discussing these questions and
attempting to deal creatively with them than are older kids.
The older kids have already had too much of the traditional,
rigidly structured approach. They seem to depend on
having a source for answers, rather than formulating answers
themselves.

Wiley: Do you find that these issues are treated directly as
legal problems at those ages? Are they actually called
something like "law studies" with the young children?
Henning: Its not necessary, in our opinion, that these
studies be categorized expressly and narrowly as "law
studies." There's a close correlation between law-related
studies and other areas in the modern curriculummoral

(continued pg.2)
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On (ho shapo and direction of legal education n the U.S.
today
Wiley: I , II Jar oIu.atui' -'i iw-riatt'ui tuct't: ruSt a
t'tiCht'''' sn' fir' h y:Iull. S oluj law 1 or ufyr SChu)u'lu flu;"

Henning: Ti us th very cuestror: that coriCOr led flit' whpn
i was furt asked to beconie Dittuiur uf the Specuul:
Committee In talknq with th people irvolvel with the
Committee. I became C.iiiVuiCt'J thi' what they wantildi to do
was much inure supt! iStuc,iteuj - far frm' 'Ui uncritical
irOjCti nation aopriicll This ;ippni,)jch euYipflasii'5 it
case-met)' r.icI OPO ii .ir (let I I uiquury -rarueilted critical study of
tile iaw aiicf legal Qilcesses It is of course more expensive
and qifficult than tradit:unal approaches, but I thuflk it uS

iilSu) mole effe:tive In developing a deep and realistic
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respect for law and legal institutions
Thrt' $ a broad spectrum of programs that go under the
name of legal e(lucation today At one end of the spectrum,
there ire programs that really qot (ito Conceptual
approaches tO logill problems that have Strong inservice
teacher training components, that nave developed or used
materials very well suited to the kiflitS of approaches we
aulvocate This has been done in many cases With the help
of the organized bar -in a state and local level At the other
iimtf Of the spectrum, there art' instances of Officer
Friendly programs of lucOl potice departments or very
simple-rn inlieul pamphlets of local bar associations that tie no
more than attempt to warn young people away from
violations of law without any ritical examination of lqal
issues

Wove pot both anti everything nt between We find
however that th orqani2eui bar lawyers. and educators
around ff10 Oountrv are very interested in materials and
techniques that can improve their programs Once they get
into the field --e"on if they erititr at a very simplistic
law.anuj.order leveltheir programs begin to grow toward
more sophisticated approaches
Wiley: There seems to be an exceptonal upsurge in nterest
in legal education lately Is that really the case, or is it lust
my imagination" And it it is the case. where does the interest
cuumC from .- whet are itS sources"

Henning: Definitely yes. and it has gone beyond lust a
erolifi'rat,uo 'if protOcts It is what I would term a
movement Py that I mean it us larger than the sum f its

parts a Su)rt Lu? synergistic effect has occurred
I d0fl t know the reasons for thi; upsurge of interest
HoWCvCr thc fact that law hii been a Nincipal agent of
social chandl.t ri the past q.'nomation most have something to
it) with it Th f 94 Brown v Board of Education ctCiSioui
(if thri Supreme Court th Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
many other leqol (?VCiitS hav,r been at the heart of social
chOnqe Si ucual change has often been accomplished through
the utic)I process in Ihs counlry This is somowfiat
unique feature ill 0111 hiStOry in msf 0th r COuntries the
:foiiiifl0nit methods f hrinqinq about social change have
been viivnt rovnuuf,on coup. lictatu'irual fiat ant the like
Do Toquoville noted irly in 'sir history that America was
0 r'iii!!rv uuludlu,eiy ohsesserf with nw anti with lawyer'.
F 'i..i 'is A'i,.r i' F.-; i,ut.'S u-is -in e-,s-n!-i;i-, i'io
a ui,'iitn'j nivolut't-ii ji;t,tt, I ')fl ttmc i;',,flnept .1 h't'.ich 'if

contract T hrauuqh- 'tut 'liii hi',ttlry ff1, 'ri h,uu heent a 5i'
commitment Iii law wi-i,r.h niakes it Stem ii ht Strange that
there hi'. ci en 'Ii) ft li -mphasus in the '.ch - )fll 'in i pa
0 ftuuattnri U 'it-I eceni Iy I think that th 'Ii 'mu unttriti iii', - if
Mar' in Li ithr Ku tip the bus b'uycntts the V ut'tnam 'trilL un.
:;fi at urIne; u 'ir'iic ' ;iiii I law-b, e0k i no both official anti
i 'it 'f!' ui flit t'.t' iv, 'ut', 0! rei.y! it yt 'ars have wnr i:i I-
bruiq -i'. :1 fi'rLui ''i flit' ttuii' of iflw it' soCill ,'h.inqi'
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Henning. I hulk !hl! 'it us a fail it flits a illuChi lii
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On method and content In logal educatIon
Wiley: What teaching methods seoul to work bust in law-
'elated s!udues
Henning: Its very importailt that law studies in inc schools
it least resemble law studies ru the law schoo's The way
to learn effectively about law amid the legal Syslern is not to
memorize SililutOS 'and memorize the process by Which a bill
becomes a law it iS. rather, to deal Closely, critically and
analytically on a case-by-case basis With actual, factual
situations whore the law has been brought to bear. to try 10
sort out the tacts carefuily, to dleterfmno. lust 11$ the ludge
r fegit.ialor or ('xCCtuvt? officer did what Concepts of law

should apply: u-jhthtir. in fact, those coilcepis are good.
and whet hur. if we :hiangt. lb, l,ict s a bit, the applicable law
should change In other wools, a highly problematical
fiquiry-uruonleil. caSemethod approach is at the core of
method

On the other hand, exciting teaching tOChniques that have
become pop liar in the last few years also work very well
Simulation games and role-playing are use! til After all.
mock trials have been used in law schools ever since law
chonlS were created in the 19th century They work

extremely well at both the elementary and high sChool level
I vii seen, for example, the trial iri Alice In Wonderland
dramatized by young kids tn niicJdle-elemonlar grades
Afler the mock trial, the kids amial,t:ed what standards of due
process were present, what standards were lacking in the
triaL and so on

Wltey: Artt kids really interested in inc law"
Henning: Tharo s obviously a great deal ci! information aboul
1,1w that kids want They want to know about the drug laws
anti the sex laws arid the juvenile laws and the consumer
laws -when they can buy a car, when they can ride a motor-
CyCle. whOt are the consequences of varuous kinds of
behavior And that s information they re entitled ti have, but
its trivial information compared to the ptocSs ud thinking
in depth about problems of law as part of a legal system
Ci fhrt other hand if caii be the ca-rot at the end of Ihe
StuCk But we try IC) avord the uncritical transmittal of
values arid information

Let file give you an example In the olden days. when I Was
in school. we were taught in lots of different ways that
Oru)qreSs was 91)0(1 Today. I SuSpect. Ihere are a number of
f'e schools anil anti-estliblisiumeilt schools in which
students ;irrt taught that pruqrt'ss is bcI Thon arrr both
unexanituieri yutli OS. neil lie r tif which 5 in any usc What s
mcii ,rtaflt us to try to u rideruitOilu I whirit Ihe Various csfs ;ittcl
bone! its of certain kinds of inctiitrual Ou agricultural progress
,lro. ci'niparod to thii CoSl anti bnofuts of keeping the
witrtinilC',s pure. ktrr?pinu ih air clean and so on The
transmitl;iI of vCIu to'. 1nhi'r"t;ihlisttiliruit as well as Stblush'
miii /.1! u''. _':uuli'-' 'i 'it', II t-..i!luuui.il1.r u. iiiiiuk
v.'i y Iuiriliuii.J Its ''iii uI' ini,I fo u1n that lIe br 1 w.iy to
:krvrrl u il.u. it c if ilt'il5ti iS ii cut by tr uiiti,tli itt ing lit iCx am ind
values or rlrrmtflblinq Syinbitlir. patriotic attachr ent to fine
Cuunst ituit flu the Bull of Ru lilt-,. anti the rule of law I 11ti hPi

il at ci! i/irish u is i imu:u Si .1(1011 th ri nigh ticvryliipiilnl ii uiu)flhis'
fir-Situ thiirruuiqhI uiuiiIi'!rlai1,luniul uf fhr' liasit C.utiiipifliunilt'i
-'I . uuir s /,'i'm WOrt:, tout ill W'' l)('Iif'vtt tlltti y'uiiil(l flneiPIe
wh-u iitrIi'iSluitlI til' sy';tcfli '/vuil hr mcr(' i;n.ipat,It ''if Itt',lliflCl
%'uth ' ,flt1 uy'l! hi tofu itt' br' lo .iI ii)n.itttrt 5151 leSs host 11<

O'O7

','4 ut iti I 5041(41st ,iii ,-IOl)hit5i:, ii the l(ct;isl,itiyu' pli,i(:,,Sti UI
en liw tnhtiiCiuilimilt iii uui ttiii luutiCudl Ilysleili Mortu 111111
'loft' 501101015 011:1 Ustiiuc' titla'i,ll5 Cmi tlyiiiçl to ihiulk of tilt)
lOul,tl ilySIti Ills 1 tlySlOnt u, iii roui I liii esanipit' puss stu cop
ti u laws t'nlii ilifitI tilt- uluiliht-i if Couple li0blt fOr
ci uiflui101 pt,,iillllut's iii lhurii diLl ,iiiul do it tiftt'ctivuly uiileiss
you taktt 01 Li t'Oi isa 10111 iilui li lotuS of tIlO 1)1)1 ict' t ho
li(tilS t)f lii,' I)' i st';iitu ii iuii i uffui,ttis tilt' iitf'tl'.j ill iiitr ludicial
t,ailctl aol COIl, -u:tu, liii lila?. is It 111' 'urt' uiysti'ni

lIlt? S oil tile ci lirlul101 silt' i, ili tilt Civil xidt' It; yOry iuluLfi
tilt lilifilO tlluocj I,ikt thu i-:lulipItt uif oiu'fuiii Iiutouli(ibilp
Cliii ii - U iCU Do wi want i ut u: uln to iii..' laillified with 90
tori ..i,'ill of liii L'il(-il.i,p ', fii'itul wilhi lSJmsuu1liII unluury cases
at Slip - ul of Ii,ut iii ui,ihi Ii ,lC ciii 'ills'' Do we want to abridge
thut' right of ttvt'r5- ct u1ttl t IltirSIud 0 ktul;Il rt'illOtly all the Way
Ii thi? !lu(lhi'tst COurt if al)pclii') We Ctiuit havO both if we
tllOkt t lie systu'ilr iicui tu .ff uci('nl . WO II, 0 luIllit i up i iu i legal
right'. Wt lilly,- iii uitu:ictt whtittlru it us better tO relieve tho
II-ulnil systulni uf 111W Ilium uIt?!i suit ('Oil uielil WIth issues of
(('(Ire public iflll)uirtfiulC( - ii ulh(m Wuruls it KuilIl cii SySlt'fllS
.101)1 _iLull it ust'f:ii iti liii' .Stully 01 II,'.

ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC ISSUES
Th Analysts oh Public lSios Progrulrn ii Utah State
University buildS .51 the u'arli,r woik oh the Harvard Social
Studies Proler.t ,Whl()'t' ui1alrialt llavL' beeil puublisht'd fy
A Olin ucai' EE ducif toil Pub) icOt OilS in the wpl l-icnc'wul PublIc
Issuos Series TIle Aulaly.sis oh Public lSueS nldtufuaIs are
designed to tch stuulciils to think CrutiCtfily about basic
problonis facing our society Tnt' chOveloptmrs, Jailies P
Shaver and A Guy Larkiils beluOvO that Oily cillOuliPI tO
prepare CutiZOflS 1(1 make more rational intelligent decisions
about public issues must proceed from a clear recognuf loll
that most controveisual iociai iSSues ale ethical iii fllllure
The overall eniphasis is uil clarufyiuig language. facts.
Orid values ni ito uvuiitj 01 ult,Cwucuils about issues The central
concepts ai uuului Which thu materials turn are tOught by
moving from haini luuir Suf ii at 11115 ,iild ox aniples tO mcir&.
abstract Issues OSifl a vittut'ty ot ti'rir.hurlq sttatt'qies The
maleruiils uilcludc' a stu,it'ult losI Decision-Making In a
Democracy $4 90). an Instructor's Manual: Analysis of
Public Issues -$8 97:, an audio-visual kit with filmstrips.
cOssCIte tape. auld transparencies ($64 50). duplicatIng
masters for tests and homework assignments ($27 00). and a
series of sevon student problem bocklels on specific
topics tSl 65 each? Available fruim Houghton Mifflun
Company. 110 Treniont St . Bostuin. Mass 0210'?

ERIC Documents
Our search of I.e ERIC document files under the descriptors
Law Instruction. Cufizeflship. and 'Political Socialization"

turned u the d000nloults cited below among ofhers
We hope that thus issue of Luoking At - . - will encourage
readers to send US Cier.umonts related to legal educat ion to
put into tIle ERIC system Send current, non-copyrighted
course descriptions, experimental materials, classroom
research. arid conference research papers about legal
oducalion to ERIC1CHESS 855 Broadway, Boulder.
C,lli)rad() 80302

The doculments linstractod below are avOilable from EDAS.
PC. Drawer 0. Bethesda. Maryland 20014. unless otherwise
noted Microfrchn s $ 65 per 70 pages a' i hard copy us
$3 29 pci 100 pages W,' suggest you retcs to the complete
abstract .n Research In Educahlon before ordei ng

ED 058 153 PreparIng School Personnel RelatIve to Values:
A Look at Moral Education In the Schools By Lawrence
Kohlberq and Robert L Selmntn ERIC Clearinghouse oi.
Teacher Education, Washunqfnui. DC 1972 60 pp This
paper clarifies the development of moral iudqment arul the
means by which educators coil stirnutnllo this development
Moral teaching is defined as the process ii! open discussion
aimed at stimulatIng tfie child to move to the next step
in his developmt'nI Research evidence shows that tnternal-
lied principles of moral lutigmelut canilot be taught, but
thflir chevoloprncnt coil be eilcouragimd The main conclusionS
ire '51 the df inulirin of cJOu)ul behavior should not be
roltive only to the stauidai ifS or biases of the teacher,
it, 111.1 teacher s nit uml fask is lo uildorstauld. from the
thilti viewpoinl, whOl us good and had aboul a given
behavior ci since tIm child .s uiIqmont follows a develop-
nlental sequence some thinking can be definod as more
morally ivatuirp than ilthi'rS, dl it is psychologically and
i'ttlii.illy lt'iiilirli;lt,' ti i-tutu ,uii.l(l? tilt' i:hili Ii' id iii lICCilrd-
OtiCO With his h qhui'iit levi'1 ill IlidilmOilt . -ii ui e: iuisofai as
uliscrepanr.ies bet wtutir iuiifclnleflt and aCtion reflect a form
if coqil liv' conflict that may 5" 'vi.' IC) Pili note devekipnlvflt.

r!ncoiiril(Iing cnirrcrstinuilcfi'nid,t fo'twtleil ltidçJf1011t ,mfld
tiihav or will hi' ii 'it iriiuilij'. t fi irttltlr I Ievekipmiint as well as
t'i cflanqltc 10 nyu, I bithavic 'I I ho I COchel illuSt hit
Ct mcI :10011 ihouul th thi 111 s Sun 01 Ititigmitil ts rather than
nib' lilt r.011fi ir mity With Ihc' beliefs Oiirj Ii iilqments of
tlii teacher



Book Review
Golden Gate Law Rovow Schi' it .iv (oi,Io'i 1.31

kJiiivut'ity ':3u i1 ti S .iii F i ,ti'.;s,' (,tlit i.14 F L)i
\iiiivaI iuh'FiIUofl $1 Lii.) v%'ei IiiStn'

L)) yiifl (lvii? ClOt hat ti ILil hit y ', It . 14:0 tq,II'i
ijttu1çi bt'h iii.l lii.' (mu', Vhi'ii .1 ti ,iii(u',ti4l I. liii

.l.'. (11(4 :.1U'' 19.', ,Iiiil iY.' ..stit
tit Golden Gale Law Hoviow hi..nii' thtt'y h.it (un.
1i413it ii: on ii'ua: it(iL'atioi I Fioili1. Uqh' L.io

ii'. Lit' ILL lli.i:,i iiii L,1, ,'itti ,i;I tti, iit\ ILLt,iIiLi1,.' ,3!t,,:t4L,

!il%t' nut uif II uuv,i, F 1.ii ctioL; .11.1 3uCIi Whit .. n

osiLiiv hdt (",i! ,vi,;,t Fin 't ,LIi.s! (0 Looliung At
Iut Sui4t uim ,iuiv.,' ..afnt I!. 'ilL d ;.u. 'ii hCuLui(

J(L)l FiI'iiuuiriq !i hi L,L)i'i;tiC I Ii', itt'.t F'' t,%u',t 1 iuini

.lrtyway

,\,hei' 1(10 onci.aqi' lrn Golden Gale Law Review II: ivu4l i;i

lit' 111.-i,; I PC.''l 'I 't)mii .3141 i.:i!Ii'. .ii0 ;'is' ilti!i ,i!L.
.ticfti F h i.' .11 .111 i'.L' .tflat .1 'iLL lt'vii 'LV l.LUTLJI '', S(ipO,iStnl 10

it \V.lS a F i F 4t,t, LidcIi'' (I' I
I r0 'Or1

'ittti,iiIL I i':i. u.,!:tI,l High School Legal EducatIon ho'
';iiitihi I jl,' u':',:. ,..I ' '. I Iii ,'L.i' .iii t il',
OrOCu;i'i:..IiIi.LlI a ittli' l)i'!Pl it ,,h, 0 ,t,l!Ll,ir.J ''urnal in

10 ,i9l F, iqou 'u.t( , qi-tii'iF .Ilict:i11ic create
Ii'r ihh typ sm'F;i' '.! 13.' ! .'' '..i'i .1'' ,VI..iri tr

a ijw Limo Concepts in La A High School Toxt wiittt-'t
t973 iSsue Viii .3 ii,' I Ait !rioi.' well' uChii!OS i:i

i.itliti'i R,uiilit F4jqLIrif ii tli i,iti'liiCit oF !'i(' WifltOl liii:'
59 ue uii4 ct ly (iiirOiusm'. I F hO '.' oil e Ot iti' L ,i t'iiiO ii!
by itXpIiitiuiicl mit th Golden Gate Law Review ,tnn others
likO it were OifliiCiuSIy .Ittenlotufllj to dovoiQO a View 1010

for lOW rev itiW groups

/ do tIi.t goes tOt tilL' v,iluV tO till? 'nqai Cç)tiiiYiLJiJity Cit the
Harvard Lew RevIew and trio Yale Law Journal. But to
suggest that every law rCvioW (litany with tar Iss ecOnolnuC
rosr)urCps thUS? r,'ritijlalii ttii. iT traijit:onal Statiili,id is aosurd
aen. in my opinion, a wJ.sk' Cit vdIiidbl ta/omit rile 'tOW
t)!ued of law rOiieWS can ,?1,rte equally valuable CO,itf,L'u'
tions to the legai COmfliwtity driCI the SOCiC?y.

Since so niany of todays 'egil problems are social problems.
why restrict diitnors?Jip of law review article.s to members of
the legal prolssion" Why lint it a law reviews reading
audience exclujsivoty to the legal ci,m,t7um;ity' Shouklri't law
Students. who have ieattiL'cJ loqal nrethcudoloqy during

thor fitS t ),fl, b i'm it'OLif,iuloCi to ulitJL'I t1h(' l?I eative
C','iiitiiii?iit lit i)liLI't.s t.Wii', than Is, caught lIP iii uX,iifli mid-

t:u,is if,i(lt's liii! i',iLL l,Uilini(s. i itt .simhiply l)d.SsiflcJ

(iii , ?iiiii' until qi.iutltafiii!i.'

I nu Golden Gate Law Review has uiiil0i tuIkEii J iiiifltL)t'r ut
l,)i iiti'ta tt'l,iti'it 10 the oruhi ihi if Filth Surii)uuljing
i:ilniiLiuii'ity inCluui(uitil ui?h,iil li'iitiW?ii, rOi'yCIiitC nI Ui ban
it 'LiL. rd 's .31 lii', ILIcLIF Lilt Dui i nq I 97 1 1 912 it Ut'vel oped
Fl ii' .ii, intl G.e i,' 1. tc;aI Ltuc.it oil Prnjpct u flUCt (ho
ci. 5)i3OiSu)i Ship t !h Constitut iiyi,if Rights Founciat i)rl ot
N ni thii'r ii Cahu', urn il .1 liii h Bat AstiR: idIom of San Ft ailcIsci)
Ii. ' Wi fllr I 9'? issui of tile Review is LftvottuI hilt rely

nO' 'ml, IILI ..m t he s irk of I hat or Cijndt

Iii' first ii! th :hriil Stl(liL'tls at th(' riSufi iltiscribes the
I)' Oli'i'i wtucfi iiivolvCiif tuIlill teaching by 24 lLlw-slu(lEnit
itt ,ii 5 .1 fl 28 ft gIl st?hi)ul t,t,ictltirs iii I 4 Bay Ares s'c hoofs
f,ii imii.l Octobet-Duconboi 39/i Numerous LiucJtleStions

tOt Sitnilal Cii ojects Lime ShrihikIell thtuiuCjhout thiS SCCliOil.
,iild tIlt' apperlcficm"s Cc'fltdiil evaluaticns written by Some 01
the tuilitiii lad t(IiIChOLS as weil as esamples of tests and
,I5$iLl:litleiitS ano a lusting Lf teacher backytound materials
0110 itL(Ofu(I

The 5,3cuinut SeCt:Oui jt the iSSUe is Student:, atid Their
OpiniuuulS The Glduuit Gale Law Reviews Hugh School Legal
F local ion Protect by Mit an 1. Straf and Morton S
Torienberçj ot the Department tif Statistics at the University
at California at Berkeley Thus describes a reScarct1
1101 evaluation -offorl that accompanied the project, giving
Some utltert'Stuilg Perspectives Ofl th attitudes and back-
ground characteristics of the high School Students that
participated in the project
The largest section. running almost 300 pages. contaiOs
CurruCuium ideas Concise background material oti the
COLIrI syStem, the first six amendments to the Constitution.
Ci)litraCtS. torts. and landlord-tenant law iS given The
SUbseCtionS Oti the fourth, filth, and seth amendt' "tu are
Iccornpaiiied by hypotheticals .. short statemenls of
problem situations involving the law which can be used for
clis'usSion springboards The contract. torts, and landlord-
tenant subsections incorporate such material within tne
background narratlu a itself 'here are also a --Teaching
Methods Unit and two appendices containing cases for moot
courts atrd mock trials

on Legal Education
ED 073 F24 New York Civil LibertIes Union Student RIghts
Project Report on the First Two Yoars. 1970.72, By Ira
Glasser and Alan Lvifl New Virk-Civil Librti Union.
N Y 1972 92 pp This rprt 1' describes how the prolect
disseminated information about student rights through a
sludetrl mqhts h;initbook ;l tittoteilt rights iltSWS servtco. and
speaking enqatji'rnomits 2: niItliflo)S tho nature of project
services Ihat help stiIOittS u)bt,Iuil their rights. 3 describes
roCecIures for enforcement f sludent rights. 4. discusses

school rights as they were affected by Selected areas of
school administration. (4110 5 describes leqa. and administri'-
live actions the project has pursued in redressIng wrongs
of particular Stti'Jc'tl ts

ED 062 225 Law iDa Free Society C,ilifiirnia Statit [lam and
University of California at Los Angeles 1911 61 pp Not
available from EDRS. ,ivailab" iTi hatdcupy from Schiiul 'at
Law. University 'if California Utruvcirsity Extvmisiaii. I (I[l(,) 'N
Pico Blvd Los Angeles Calif 90064 Twø niili,r tasks uif
th K-i 2 projeCt utm,e,çribe'.t in thus epnrimr.'ntal guide ire
1' to Ørfj9)tlt Iachr w,th a pi000Lu(tut uiisi'rvico Øri Jr,im

desigiled to (live thorn 1 uni kurstOridung iii thi.' stibject
matter and rilethoris ileedjl(j to present etfctiv.' lessoas at
their cjr;Iiti' levels, ,iild 2 Iii (tc'VOlnl) 1111 t'' t vt, K-I 2
?urr iCuiUfll ill civic ,ind legal t'duCCt urn T, hOrS ire Overt
ristruction /lllrt qiii(toliuuius iJevlOpecl by the project staff
oflSi5tiflq 1)1 statements of behavioral r'bjutctivS for each
hSStiit coilcipt and ri'fri'rrcs hi) eitucatuiinah materials
Teachers ,lOVoli)l) anil practice lesson p1105 iii their own
lassv'ir,m during the '1nir usiui'; each of the following eight
(unC(/0ts presenting theme ;egicifltiahl' ii cacti 019dm' levOl

authority ItiLitiCe friit,mttui!u partuu:upatinn ti'ii1rsuty privacy.
oroperty and respoiisibih.t-j ll, hu'piLij by the ml't of
he thrce'year pOrind of thu orolc'ct thst, Cnflcpnts anuf
jItwrs Ctu'iS(.r t c' ich dir ,lu !1 ''vi' I K 1 2 Will tin cared) Ii" i
[his guu.li ' ' 'in 'ii iut',j iLl, i ICr'',' 'OC 1)05 (,i ,'i L, ii Li Ti'
Jevelonment Oblcuc I V"S (mit PrutcIt, iiirc'hh, Ovi'rvim'w of Sri
E valu atm(un of Prime". t M.ileruok ui Ciii'. anit Legal E 'lucat u urn
and Gii,itelir4's for fhF Duvelriomi,'r't uif Ll".00nl PluliTh uJSiflt)
he concept authority. 'ithr concept qtiirlelinns to br
levofr'pt', I I atc'r

() 37,u tiuuuh El) 1144 I,'i Law and Social Science
esea,ch: A Collecfion of Annotated Readings V uiiimm's I

anti II By Ci ri tsl'am M Syk. '5 et ll Cu 'it' fij'' Col leg.' i)f Law

Denver University, Denver. Cob 1969 432 pp 'This
collection of readings. comments, and class noteS has been
prepared for the law student as sn introduction to Social
SCiPOCO research methods The fundamcfltal argument is that
in tae growing use of social science by the law, the lawyer
needs to know how the social sciences accumulate their
evidence ane build their theories. 'The sections on law and
the Sociat sciences, law and empirical inquiry, the design of
researth. and the collection of data include books. journal
articles, and cases The second volume contains sections on
the problem of sampling, the 'roblem of inference, measures
of association, and data analysis. An 11-page bibliography
of additional readings on methodology is appended

ED 059 t24 Betiefs of AmerIcan Youth About Law and Order
IndIcators of Instructional Priorities. By John J Patrick
Speech presented at the Annual Convention. National
Council for the Social Studies. Nov 1971 7 pp Democracy
entails the concept of orderly liberty, a concept that implies
both obedience and Constructive skeptIcism Since teaching
youngsters tu be democratic citizens is a central concern
of Civic education. we must be concerned about whether
our youth acquire this concept of orderly liborty Studies
iflcluCate that American youth tend to value law and order;
however they tend to be unable to indicate a profound
knovledqe of the functions of law The beliefs of American
yi)Uth about the functions of law vary with age In the
10-1 4-year age group they stress the negative. Coercive
function of law and the value of single-minded Obedience to
law Older yciLIth, the t4-1 8-year age group. hold more
complev beliefs and are more likely to think critically
about particular lawS and authorities However, they still
display tr'nclencies toward intolerance of particular types of
dissent Thns findings raise important quotioflS about
uiistriuCtiiuiVll prucirilies How can Civic educatorS noirc effec-
tu 'ely I teach StLiujetltS that Civil liberties are olIceSsh'y to
(I cIpmulc;ruitiC approach to law and Order. 121 teach StjciCntS
that (1(iuAlity bVfore the law us necessary to justice.
3 imsugn instruction which helps students to acquire more

profouriii kniwboiiqe about law and order and human rights,
antI 4 take aitv,intage of the age when the greatest increase
in political learninc and ability to deal in abstractions
takesplaco 11-137
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Th winter 1973 issue Concepts in Law: A High School Text,
ippears to be an outgrowth ol the 197 1-72 prOlOCI, ttlougIi
there iS ill) iultr0ithirlioui specifically explauililig its rClation to
that project One of the stroncitist suIlqOStiotis to conic out
i:t 1110 19/1.72 offorl was to collect ot develop a better base
cit resource materials Tho illatctli/Il iii Concepts of Law
quite clearly incorporates seine of the udily work, hut IS
iliuch more polished and comprehensive and is intended to
h used as a basic text for ti high school legal education
Course There are eight chapters The Function of Law in
Society. Court Systems ano Procedure. Constitutional Law.
Crim arid Criminal Due Process. Tort Law. Real Property
Law. Contract Law, and Suggested Teaching Methods
As a r,viewer I feel at least a small sense of obligation to
SBy something critical about these volumes, and 0 ll
jiislit'e tIle reader should ktlow that these ai'e not The
Answer to all legal education floods They do display somo
Of the naivete of those who have been in neitrier the
educational nor the legal game for long, and have not yet
won the battle that all profossionah educators must fight-'-
ieducuflg the jargon of th discipline to a manageable
for kids) level But aloog with their naivete and their lingo

coes an enthusiasm and surprising degree of sophistication
about 'what they are up against Their efforts are.
Overall, admirable, and have contributed something that I
think will be of much use to high school teachers of
law-related studies

Karon B Wiley
Editor, ERIC/ChESS

LINCOLN PILENE CENTER
According to one of our friends in the field. the Lincoln
Filorie Center is a "jumpingly alive place and the student
materials, training activities, and their school arid community
involvement are So varied and vast that it would be
difficult to summarize io i single report' much less this one
Short blurb The Center's latest instructional resources
brochure runs six pages in very small print. Among the
"goodies for legal education that are listod are the following:
Civil DisobedIence: A HIgher Law? Student narrative, $ 50;
teacher's guide. $ 50: fIlm, $5 00 rental (Part of Dimensions
of CItizenshIp: InstructIonal Program I I

The Law and Citizenship (Instructional Program VI), Two
paperback books available from the Center Lessons In
Conflict: Legal EducatIon MaterIals for Secondary Schools,
$2 00; and Law In the SocIal Studies. Grades 3-7, $1.00. One
paperback available directly from Houghton Miff lin Co.,
53W. 43rd St.. Now York, N.Y. 10036; CivIl Liberties:
Case Studies and the Law. $2.40.

"Young Person and the Court." I reel b/w film. 28 minutes
$5 00 rental.
For further information on the services and products
available from lhe Center, write Lincoln Filene Center, Tufts
University. Medford, Mass 02155

LAW IN AMERICAN SOCIETY
is the Journal of the National Center for Law-Focused
Education In the four issues that have come out since the
journal'S birth in the spring of 1972. it has offered an
exceptionally good variety of solid, thoughtful. and useful
ar.iclos. reports. teachIng suggestions, arid resource guides
"n legal education The first issue contained an article on
Law in the Schools: Goals and Methods by Paul A. Freund

of Harvard Law School, a history of law-related studies by
Robert H Ratcliffe, Executive Director of the Law in
Ame' ican Society Foundation: and reports on several
SeSSions of the First Annual Conference on Law-Focused
Education, sponsored by the Foundation '[he Second issue
focused on the police, what role they pla 'i Our Society.
and what roles they can and should play One section of
the iSsuit? was devoted to classroom strategies related to
Values Clarification and the Study of the Police "The third

issue centered around the topic of "Law and Justice."
and contained a mix of reflective. descriptive, and practical-
guidance articles The latest (May 19731 issue focused on
children and the law Among Other things, it included an
article entitled Morality' by William Glasser. June Tapp
report of her cross-cultural Slu(iy of Children s attitudes
toward law, A Child s Garden of Law and Order', a simula-
tion game called Pro So Court by Arlene F Gallagher
and Elliott Ilartstein, and an article' on value Clarification stra-
fOgies by Sidney B Simon, Leland W Howe. and Howard
Kirschenbaum A subscrint ion to Law In American Society
and other products of the National Center for Law-Focused
Eiltucation can be obtained f roe of charle by writing to Law
in American Society. 33 No La Salle St , Chicago, III 606Ci



CORNELL LAW PROGRAM
The junior and senior high school materials developed by
Cornell Law Schoo: and the Ithaca City School District
will be coming off the presses this fall and winter. The junior
high course, entitled Justice and Order Through Law,
consists of a teacher's guide and five paperbound unit books
by Robert S. Summers, A. Bruce Campbell, and John P.
Bozzone: Our Laws and Legal Processes: Do We Need
Them?; Our Legal Tools: What Are They? Who Uses Them?;
Basic Functions of Law in Our Society; Process Values: How
Our Law Does its Job Also Counts; and The Limits of the Law.
The five senior high unite are entitled Is Law Necessary ?;
The Techniques of Law; Law and Change; Constitutional
Protection of Basic Values; and Limits of Effective Legal
Action. The student materials contain not only "straight text"
11111=MMIIIIIMM
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materials but also edited trial manuscripts, edited legislative
hearings, edited statutes and constitutional provisions,
edited legal documents, and actual and imaginary case
studies. The pedagogical approach is "inductive and dialec-
tical," and the problems and exercises in the materials call
for such performances as argument formulation and
assessment, concept elucidation, contrast analysis, prefer-
ence ordering, and value clarification. Role-playing, skits,
field trips, and films and records aro also utilized. During the
four years of development the materials were field tested
with about 2000 students and revised on that basis several
times. I n addition to the student materials, the project has
developed "modules" for teachers which are designed to
help them develop their own teaching materials from primary
sources. For further information, write Ginn and Company,
191 Spring St., Lexington, Mass. 02173.

TEACHING ABOUT THE U.S. CONSTITUTION
The May 1973 issue of Social Education was devoted to the
topic of "Teaching About the U.S. Constitution." It contained
articles by Paul A. Freund, Lawrence Kohlberg, Isidore
Starr (who was also the guest editor), Linda R. Hirshman,
E. W. Miles, Joel F. Henning, and Robert M. O'Neil. In
addition to general articles dealing with legal and moral
education, several pieces focus on the relationship between
the Constitution and specific issues, such as the environment,
women's liberation, the Black experience, corporations,
and youth. Ronald A. Gerlach compiled a section on
"Instructional Techniques for Teaching About the
Constitution" and an extensive listing of instructional sources
and resources on the Constitution was prepared by Norman
Gross and Paula F. Wilkes. To obtain a copy of the issue

4 (or a subscription to Social Education), write Social
Education, National Council for the Social Studies, 1201
Sixteenth St., NW., Washington, D.C. 20036 (single copies,
$1.50; annual subscription $10.00).

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS FOUNDATION
The ten-year-old Constitutional Rights Foundation endeavors
to improve understanding of the Bill of Rights through a
variety of educational activities, including workshops, confer-
ences, and institutes for students, teachers, law-enforcement
personnel, and other community members. Recent CRF
programs have included "An Introduction to the Administra-
tion of Justice," which enabled teachers to spend ten
days working with public officials in criminal justice, and a
joint project with the San Fernando Valley Bar Association
assisting schools in their efforts to improve student
understanding of legal processes. The CRF staff has also
been able to offer limited consulting services free of charge
under a grant from the Danforth Foundation. Among CRF's
publications are the teacher background books, The Bill of
Rights; A Handbook and The Bill of Rights: A Source
Book; a simulation game called Police Patrol; and the Bill of
Rights Newsletter. For more information, write
Constitutional Rights Foundation, 609 S. Grand Ave.,
Suite 1012, Los Angeles, Calif. 90017.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ON YOUTH EDUCATION FOR CITIZENSHIP
OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
The ABA Special Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship was established in 1971 to provide coordination
for groups interested or involved in law-related education,
and to serve as a national clearinghouse for information
regarding curriculum materials, teacher- training and
other law-related activities. Its Working Notes for Bar Associ-
ations, a Directory of Law-Related Educational Activities
(described below), and a bibliography of available curriculum
and teacher-training materials (to be published soon) are
part of this effort. Through the ABA network of over 300
state and local bar associations, with extensive formal and
informal contacts with the ABA and its more than 170,000
members, YEFC is helping to establish community support
for these programs. In some communities lawyers have
also been extremely valuable in securing needed funds,
participating in teacher-training, serving as a reservoir of
legal expertise, and assisting in providing special classroom
experiences and field excursions. YEFC also provides
members of its staff and other leaders in the field as consul-
tants for interested groups throughout the country. Since
the demand for such assistance is great, YEFC has produced
a film, To Reason Why, to indicate the variety of ways
in which lawyers and educators can cooperate in developing
programs suited to their community's unique needs and
interests. Tnis film is designed for use in connection with
printed material and "live" discussions. YEFC is also
working with some of the projects described in this issue of
Looking At ... and others in the field to improve and
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amplify existing programs and to produce innovative
methods and approaches in law-related education. For
additional information, write: Youth Education for Citizenship .

American Bar Association, 1155 E. 60th Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60637.

LEGAL EDUCATION PROJECT DIRECTORY
In an effort to catalogue the large number of projects and
organizations involved in legal education, the American Bar
Association's Special Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship surveyed school-related law and citizenship edu-
cation projects in 1972. The results of that survey are
given in its attractive 49-page publication, Directory of Law -
Related Educational Activities. The Directory is intended
to provide educators and others with information about
projects so that they may become aware O. the many
resources available on which they may draw. Approximately
175 projects are listed alphabetically by state. The
description of each project includes information about
subject area, classroom, teacher training, and curriculum
materials development activities; materials developed; teach-
ing and administrative staff; the number of students, by
grade level, reached by the project during the last academic
year; sponsors; and sources of funding. A second section
of the Directory describes several projects develoned speci-
fically for nationwide service; and the third section is a
cross-reference to bar association activities. Also included
is a sheet to be filled out and submitted by organizations
wishing to be listed in the next edition of the Directory.
Available from EDRS, order ED 073 978; or write directly to
Youth Education for Citizenship, American Bar Association,
1155 E. 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637.
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Lookinq At... is a current awareness bulletin published wvasionallq by
the Bah: clearinghouse for Serial Studies/sneAal deivtive fducation
(ES10,ehESS). RI41C/Ch6. +S is funded by the National institute of Film:a-
non MO and sponsored by the Sacra/ Science Bducation Consortium
(SSA') and the University of Coiorado. Free copies ot booking At... may
be oftained froint ERZC/ChRBS, booking At..., 8::5 Broadway, Boulder,
enjorado BOJO:. If you request, your 'hum and address will be added to
4 mailing list for all bulletins to be published in the coming oat,
People already on the Clearinghouse newsletter 4lltny list for Keeping
up will automaticaily receive the Looking At... bullocans.

WOMEN'S STUDIES

Looking At... is published to let you know what we know about an
emerging topic of Interest or current concern of elementary and
secondary social studies and social eaucation teachers. We,

after all, aro a "clearinghouse." We select, abstract, and index
'current hard-to-obtain documents for Research in Education (RIE)
and current periodical articles for Current Index to Journals
in Education (CIA). Also, we commission or prepare social
studies practical guidance papers, irterprotive papers, and rof.
erenCe tools when need, literature, and practice warrant. In

the process of doing this work we get around, talk with many
people throughout the country, have many visitors, and receive
many letters and telephone calls for information about who is
doing what, and what Is the latest activity on a topic. Before
enough theory, practice, or materials have crystalized or sur-
faced to warrant a practical guidance paper, we hope to make
available information about practice, people, materials, and
ideas on a tOpIC as we receive it; performing a clearinghouse
and communication function through Looking At...

Looking At... IS also intended to be a catalyst increasing com-
murication fror you to the clearinghouse. Please send us
descriptions of your work, announcements, questions, syllabi,
guides, experimental materials, and suggestions for a socond
Looking At... on women's Studies and for Looking At... on
other topics.

AWlbolbiwp

women's Studies, a new and popular addition to elementary and
high school curricula, generally offers two distinct but Inter.
related areas for inveStigatIon. Using an historical persper.-
five, students can learn about the Important contributions
women have made and are making to society. By working with a
different perspective - -a sociological and psychological one--
stwdents can Study Individual and societal attitudes toward
both waren and men and the resulting Influence these attitudes
have on female and male behavior.

Some alarming facts demonstrate the need for Women's Studios:
the present 1,138,400 elementary school teachers,

961,500 are women; but 8 out of 10 elementary principals
are men!

--At the high school level, the number of women and men
teachers is about the same; but 97 percent of the
principals era male!

..A study of 5 million words used In textbooks read by
American school children grades 3-9 shows that the
word pay. appears 4,700 times and giri, appears only
2,200 times!

.- Twenty -seven top-selling textbooks used In college
survey courses In American history were studied. Of

the 60 authors listed, only I was female!

\ \ \\\N\ \ \\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\\\\
interviews: Florence Howe and Carol Ahium

Florence Howe, a Professor of Humanities at SAY/
College, Old Westbury, Is currently president of the
Modern Language Association. In addition she is
president of The Feminist Press (an organization
described on page 4 of this bulletin); a senior pro-
ject consultant for the Resource Center on Sex Roles
in Education sponsored by the National Foundation
far Improvement in Education; and a member of the
editorial board for Women's Studies: An Interdisci-
plinary Journal. Her pofessioral experience also
includes work on special pre-college projects. During
the summer of 1964 she was a teacher in the Mississippi
Freedom Schools and, in 1965, a summer teacher at the
N.D.E.A. Institute for Inner City High School Teachers,
Goucher College. Howe is the author of more than 40
Publications which include essays, articles, books,
and monographs discussing women, sexism, and educa-
tion. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education has
sponsored her torthcoming book, Women and Higher
Education (McGraw Hill, 1974).

Carol Ahlum, another interviewee appearing in this
issue of Looking At..., has been with The Femin'st
Press since 1970. For more than a year she has
worked with high school teachers of Women's Studies
courses throughout the country. In 1972 Ahium re-
ceived her M.A.T. from the School of Education at
the University of Massachusetts/Amher;t and, during
the past two years, has taught inservicc courses for
teachers on sexism in schools. In addition she and
Howe organized the Clearinghouse for Women's Studies,
which is now a part of The Feminist Press, and co-
authored an essay, "Women's Studies and Social Change,"
for Academic Women on the Move, ed. Alice S. Rossi
(Russell Sage, 1973).
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In telephone interviews with Chris Ahrens, an EPIC/
ChESS staff editor, both women answered questions
concerning Women's Studies in pre-college education.

Ahrens: Why Women's Studies?

Howe: Women are not present In the curriculum.
They're either totally absent, as in history or
science, or they appear In a destructive or only
half-true form, a..; in literature. Women's Studies
has made people aware of women's exclusion from the
curriculum, and aware that course content is male-
biased. In children's books, for example, women
are confined to the mothering role, even though
women with children (and without) have always been
part of the pail, workforce - -think of the women who
worked in factories, mines, and fields, long before
the twentieth century. It's not simply a matter of
giving women their due rights, since they are, after
all, half the student population. Mon as well as
women need to be educated about the omission of
women from history. They all need to perceive women
as whole people, not as nasty, foolish, or sexy ob-
Jec+s. They need to see women as complex human

Ahrens: Is Women's Studies sexism In reverse?

Howe: Women's Studies, on the whole, does not focus
on either women or men separately. Rather, men and
women are compared. Such a comparison helps both
sexes onderstand a world in which women have been
denied human functions.

Ahrens: What work needs to be done?

continued page 2



Interviews cont.

Howe: Three important things need

attention: the re-education of
teachers, a thorough examination of
the curriculum, and a very careful
preparation of new materials. In

Research in the Teaching of English
Mary Beaven presorts a study that
showe the need for new curriculum
development in high school English,
In part of thIS study Cook County
(Illinois) high school students were
asked to name the women they'd read
about who they would like to have
for a wife or mother. Nearly half
the' etudente reaie, "None." Heading
the liet of eharaeters named by the
eteere., however, were Hester Pryrne
(iother), ';carnet O'Hara (Wife), or
Juliet (eife), Their limited choice

was quite appalling.

Women's Studies and the Teacher

Ahrens: What's the role of the
teacher:

Howe: Teachers are crucial In a very
professional sense: their attitudes
control the classroom. As pioneers,
teachers need to be critical, invent-
ive, and imaginative when developing
new materials and curriculum units.
In addition they need to use tact
when working in a co-educational
classroom. When restoring and invig-
orating the confidence of the female
students, teachers must not intimi-
date or degrade the male students.

Ahrens: You mentioned teacher re-
education. What does the teacher
need to learn, or should I say
unlearn, in order to teach Women's
Studies?

Howe: 1 think teachers need train-
ing of two sorts. They need to
search their individual disciplines
for new materials as well as learn
about women's role In history,
Secondly, they need to examine their
own behavior and attitudes toward
males and females. Both men and
women are uninformed. Teachers, in
general, know little or nothing
about abolition and suffrage--and
the connection between them. They

know very little about the history
of the 19th century women's move-
ment; the role of women In the his-
tory of labor during the past 200
years; women's participation in the
pioneer and frontier movements; or
19th century medical opinion which
discouraged women from seeking high-
er education because it was allegedly
bad for their health. In addition

teachers need to understand their
own values toward males and females.
What expectations do teachers have

of the girls and the boys In their
classes? How do these expectations
Influence the way they relate to
students?

Ahrens: How can teachers get this
kind of training?

Howe: There are two ways: by at-
tending a Women's Studies program,
If one is nearby--there are 87 such
programs In the country; or by ask-
ing that local school systems offer
inservice Women's Studies courses.
The Feminist Press has been giving
three inservice workshop courses to
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Ahlum: Definitely, in high schools
offering courses on women, the
classes are oyer-subscrIbed. It's

harder to tel what's happening na-
tionwide with Junior high and ele-
mentary Students; there's not as
much accessible information. How-
ever, I know of elementary teachers
teaching feminist content; and dur-
ing a recent visit to Minneapolis, I

learned of a special interest course
called "The Wonderful World of Women"
offered there In an elementary school.
Students are enthusiastic about
Women's Studies courses because their

teachers on Long Island. The currlc- own lives are Involved. Mostly girls

ulum focuses on the origins of sex are taking the courses. As course

role stereotyping in the family and titles and content include men I

the wider culture; then on schools think boys' interest will grow too,

(teacher behavior and curriculum).
Ahrens: What's happening to students

In the last half of the course, --both boys and girls--in the courses?
groups of teachers present newly-
developed nonsexist curriculum wilts Ahlum: What immediately comes to
to the entire workshop. In addition, mind Is my visit to a second-grade
with the aid of a grant from the class in Minneapolis where, in a
Rockefeller Family Fund, The Feminist class meeting format, students were
Press is developing supplementary discussing such questions as, "What
materials which social studies and are things girls can do?" "What are
English teachers can use in their things bcvs can do?" "What things

classes. don't girls do?" "What things don't

Ahrens: To be successful with
boys do?" A lively discussion ensued.

Women's Studies, does a teacher need
It was obvious that students were

to be a feminist?

Howe: Yes, By feminist I mean a
person who understands that we live
in a patriarchal society, a society
with institutions and attitudes in-
tentionally or unintentionally harm-
ful to women, and even, in some ways,
to men as well. I do not regard
feminism as a political party; rath-
er, I see it as a humanist attitude
that works to create a world In which
men and women will both be regarded
as people.

Ahrens: What's the best approach
when teaching courses about women?

Howe: An interdisciplinary and
problem-oriented method works best.
For example, to talk about women in
literature requires an understaedIng
of the sociology of sex roles and a
focus on a major critical problem:
why are women in books rarely like
women in lite? Also, the teaching of
Women's Studies tends to be health-
fully experiential: we are always
looking carefully at our own exper-
iences as women or men and attempt-
ing to measure these against what we
find said of us in textbooks, for
example, or in studies of behavior.
These methods are exciting for stu-
dents, since they can contrioute to
the process of learning.

Women's Studies and the Student

Ahrens: Are students interested In
Women's Studies?
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becoming aware of their own atti-
tudes and those of others. What
does a second-grade girl learn when
she says, she 'does toe play with
trucks," while her male classmates
say she doesn't? With high school
students there are more exciting and
immediate changes--attitudinal and
behavioral changes are occurring
especially among women students.
They are examln!ng their lives and
questioning their expectations or
lack of themfor marriage and careers.
In other words, their expectations
are changing.

Women's Studies and the Future

Ahrens: What about the future? If

they accomplish their goals, will
feminist courses disappear?

Howe: If such programs are success-
ful, most of the coepensatory elements
will disappear; however, Wcmen's Stud-
ies is much more than that. Women's
Studies will change the face of many
disciplines -- history, for example,
will never be the same. Also litera-
ture. Five years ago few people had
heard of Agnes Smedley, Rebecca
Harding Davis, Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, and a raft of fine women writ-
ers now being studied and read widely.
In other words, even if what we now
call Women's Studies were to be in-
corporated into the general curric-
ulum, the new knowledge it is gener-
ating is here to stay.
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ERIC Documents

Our search of the ERIC document flies
under the descriptors "Women's Stud-
ies," "Feminism," and "Sex Discrimi-
nation" turned up the documents cited
below, among others. We hope that
this issue of Looking At... will en-
courage readers to send us documents
related to Wumen's Studies to put
Into the ERIC system. Send current,
non-copyrighted course descriptions,
experimental materials, classroom
research, and conference research
papers about Women's Studies to ERIC/

rChESS, 85) Broadway, Boulder, Colo. The guide analyzes the changes occur-
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educational need,; ;f women. Articles can serve as a valuable curriculum
presented incle0e: (I) Why Women resource for supervisors and 'leach-

Fail; (2) The Case for Womons Studies; ere to meet the demands for moan.
(3) Sex Rele Stereotypes In the Class- ingful materials. A bibiloaraphy
room; (4) Sex Role Socialization; (5) and a list of women's studies
Masculinity and Femininity; (9) Teach- organizations Is also included,
or Maternity Provisions In Connecticut; sa22eeesewe-eeyeeee
(10) Growing Up as a Female Reader;
(II) Women in Education; and (12)
Sexual Politics in the Classroom.

ED 079 227. Changing Roles of Women.
Social Studies; 0425,17. By Betti

Pate. Dade County Public Schools,
Miami, Fla. 1973. 62 pp. This
quinmester elective course on the
changing roles of women is for use
by 10th through 12th grade students.

80302. ring In the roles of American women,

The documents abstracted below are with students examining the history

available from EDRS, P.O. Drawer 0, of women, the psychology of being a

Bethesda, Maryland 20014, unless woman, the various emotional and

otherwise noted. microfiche is $.65 physical changes that women undergo,

per 70 pages and hard copy Is $3.29 and women's choices for a full life.

per 100 pages. We suggest you refer Comprised of three major sections,
to the complete abstract in Research the guide is divided into a broad
in Education before ordering. goals section; a content outline

illustrating the scope and major sub-
ED 060 789. Women and Education: A

divisions of the course; and an objec-

guage association of America, New
i

Feminist Perspective. Modern Lan- tives and learning activities section
providing a total picture of womens

York, N.Y. 1971. 162 pp. This
r

document presents the proceedings of
roles in society from Colonial times

the conference on Women and Educe-
to the present. Several helpful items
are appended: a questionnaire de-

papers
for females; a brief history

tion: A Feminist Perspective. The
s

presented at the conference
of the women's movement In America;

were: Why Women's Studies and How "Male Dilemma and Female Quandary";
Sexism and Social Change; Research in

-
Psychology Relevant to the Situation;

a short quiz designed to start a dis

Women and the Visual Arts; The Woman
cussion on roles in our society; a
list of Facts and Fables about Women;

in the Moon: Toward an Integration
"When I Grow Up I'm Going to Be Mar-

of Women's Studies; The Sexist image
tied," a game. A bibliography of

of Women in Literature; Why Women's
History7; A Feminist In Every Class-

student materials which includes books
and audiovisual materials concludes

room; Women, Education, and Social
the document.

Power; What Women's Studies Can Do
for Women's Liberation; Feminine ED 071 954. Women Studies: Women in

Subculture and Female Mind. Sexism American History; HERstory-Changing
in Textbooks; Women's Studies as a Roles of American Women. Preliminary

Scholarly Discipline; Women as Scape- Edition. By Beth Millstein and

goats; Teaching Women's Studies; An others. New York City Board of Edu-
Experiment at Stout State; and Femi- cation, Brooklyn, N.Y. Bureau of

nist Studies; Frill or Necessity. Social Studies. 1972. 26 pp. Two
d

ED 074 958. Fifty-One Percent Minor-
raft courses of study together with

s
its, Connecticut Conference on the

some suggested learning activities
are presented for initial tryout and

Status of Women. Connecticut Educe-. experimentation: (I) Women's Studies
tion Association, Slorrs. 1972.

-
72 pp. Available in microfiche only

-Women in American History; and (2)

from EDRS. Hard copy is available
HiStory and HERstory: Changing Roles
o

from National Education Association,
of the American Women. These experi-
m

1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington,
mental curriculum materials may serve
as resource for an option, an alter-

In this document stem from taped
D.C. 20036. The articles presented native, an elective, a mini course or

presentations or post summations of
as supplement for existing courses,
Feedback from experiences with these

speeches presented at a conference on
the status of women held in the spring

materiels will help shape the future

of 1972 by the Connecticut Education
publicati )n. The teaching ef con-

Association. The book can serve as a
cepts and the development of skills

guide to three major problems: (I)
are major considerations in the im-

sexual stereotypes; (2) the legal and
piementation of this project. The

economic status of women; and (3) the
galaxy of courses, options and teach-
ing modules in the secondary schools

NM Edu-Pak

on Sex Role

Stereotyping

The National Education Associa-
tion has designed a multi -media
educational package on sex role
stereotyping. As a collection
of 18 miscellaneous resources
--cassettes, filmstrips, re-
cords, leaflets, and books--the
materials can be used in a
variety of ways: for inservice
or preservice teacher training,
for community workshops, and as
supplemental materials for in-
dividual junior high or senior
high classrooms.

Two filmstrips, each accompa-
nied by a leader's manual, are
Included in the packet. One
filmstrip, The Labels and Rein-
forcement of Sex Role Stereo-
typing (done in two-parts with
color and sound), exposes tra-
ditional, restrictive stereo-
types and suggests ways to
change them. The second,
Cinderella Is Dead (also done
in full color with sound), is an
open-ended study of women In the
labor market. The filmstrips
cost $24.50 and $16.00 respec-
tively.

The edu-pak also furnishes four
cassette tapes, costing $9.00
each. One cassette, Blue Is
for Sky, Pink Is for Watermelon,
gives five anti- sexist poems by
Eve Merriam and includes printed
discussion questions. A second
cassette, We Don't Know How to
Grow People, Is Richard Farson's
presentation (accompanied by a
discussion guide) on the roots
of sex role stereotyping.
Florence Howe, the speaker on
the cassette Sexism, Racism,
Classism, explores the relat;on-
ship of the primarily White
feminist movement to Third World
women (discussion questions in-
cluded). Minorities and Women
in Instructional Materials, the

continued page 4



continued from page 3
fourth tape, features four speakers from an NEA semi-
nar on minoritie. In textbooks.

Two different sets of leaflets (30 per set) are also
provided in the eau -pak. One set, called Conscious-
ness Razors, costs $2.00 and offers 12 stereotype-
destroying exercises. HOW fair Are Your Children's
Textbooks, the second package, costs $1.50 and gives
guidelines to help determine the extent of sexist,
racist, and ciassist bias In educational materials.

The remaining items in the edu-pak include the follow-
ing printed materials: Sex Role Stereotyping in the
Schools (paper edition, $2.50; cloth edition, $4.00),
a collection of 9 essays discussing socialization in
the school environment; Non-Sexist Education for
Survival (paperback, $2.25), a collection of II com-

mentaries and essays gathered from tho NEA's first
seminar on sex role stereotyping; 51% Minority (paper-
back, $2.50; also available as an ERIC document), a
report from the Connecticut conference on the status
of women; Combating Discrimination in the Schools
($1.25), a booklet which briefly outlines some federal
laws and regulations prohibiting educational discrimi-
nation; What Is Affirmative Action? ($1.00), an intro-
duction to affirmative action plans; A Child's Right
to Equal Reading ($.50), exercises in freeing chil-
dren's books from sexual stereotypes; Sex Role Stereo-
typing Fact Sheets (5 for $1.00); and an NEA research
memo, Status of Women Faculty and Administrators in
Higher Education Institutions ($1.00).

The components in the NEA Edu-Pak can be ordered as
separate items or as a total program. Presently, the
entire collection Is available at an Introductory dis-
count price, $66.00. For further information write
The National Education Association, Customer Service
Section, 1201 Sixteenth St. N.W., Washington DC 20036.

The Feminist Press

IC:=411

If you're interested in Women's Studies and need re-
sources, contact The Feminist Press, a tax-exempt,
non-profit educational and publishing corporation
founded in 1970. Its many publications include
three items of special interest to high school and
elementary school teachers. Feminist Resources for
Schools and Colleges, A Guide to Curricular Materials
by Carol Ahlum and Jacqueline M. Fralley is a compre-
hensive 20-page annotated bibliography for teachers,
students, and parents who want information on femi-
nism and sexism for elementary and secondary class-
rooms. Available for $1.00, plus $.25 postage. The
same women have edited another first: High School

Feminist Studies, a 150-page collection of complete
secondary course syllabi, materials, and bibliogra-
phies complied after contacting 300 high school
teachers nationwide. Cost $2.50, plus $.50 postage
and handliny. Laurie Olsen Johnbon's Nonsexist Cur-
ricular Materials for Elementary Schools is a packet
containing two sections: the first, for the teacher,
includes consciousness raising materials, checklists
for discovering how and where sexism exists in the
classroom, and a bibliography of resources; the sec-
ond contains several curricular units for the elemen-
tary classroom, a student workbook, and a bibliogra-
phy. Can be ordered for $5.00 per packet, plus
%.40 postaae.

The preys has plans for developing more supplemental
curriculum materials and needs to know what you want
and can use in the ...:lassroom. If interested, provide

some grass-roots Input and write The Feminist Press,
Box 334, Old Westbury, N. Y. 11568.
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ASCD Wording Group

on Education of Women
After receiving a grant from the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, the
working group for women's education has compiled a
forthcoming resource packet on sex bias. It's de-
signed to help directors of curriculum and assistant
superintendents In charge of curriculum and Instruc-
tion identify and combat sex role bias In thel-
districts. For cost and other Information contact
the ASCD Organization, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.,
Washington D.C. _20036.

T6117Y61111nWrirrrrraTTTITWooap000006ft00a5031560000046
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Women and the Social Studies
me Episodes in Social Inquiry Series, prepared by
the Sociological Resources for the Social Studies,
offers a high School study unit titled "Roles of
Modern Woman." For information contact Allyn and
Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Herstory is a five-week simulation of male and female
roles in which high sehool students learn about Amer-
ican woman--her past, present, and future. Available
from Interact, P.O. Box 262, Lakeside, Calif. 92040.

Members of the National Council for Social Studies
Advisory Committee on Social Justice for Women have
contributed articles to the January 1974 issue of
The Social Studies Journal. Articles Include Dell
Felder's "Reflections on the Status of American Woman
Today," Margaret East's "Lizzie, She Will Make Us
Ridiculous," Carole Hahn's "Teaching About Women: A

Review of Materials," and Louis Smith and Patrick
Ferguson's "The Problem of Bias in Teaching about
Women." If you want a copy of the issue (or a sub-
scription to the quarterly), write The Social Studies
Journal, 251 Ritter Hall, Temple University,
Philadelphia, Penn. 19122 ($t.25 single copies; $3.00
subscription).

Twenty-one essays in the January 1973 special issue
of the American Journal of Sociology depict changing
women in a changing society. It includes articles by
Jessie Bernard, Cynthia Epstein, Jo Freeman, Helen
Hughes, Mirra Komarovsky, Helena Lopata, and Diana
Scully and Pauline Bart. (Paperbound, $2.95; hard-
cover, $7.95.) To obtain a single issue or a Journal
subscription write the American Journal of Sociology,
University of Chicago Press, 11030 Langley Ave.,
Chicago, III. 60628.

The California Council for the Social Studies Review
pivoted its entire Fall 1972 issue to women in the
social studies. Seven articles give ideas for teach-
ing ,pout women In high school social studies curric-
ulum. Available from the CCSS, 2205 Sixteenth St.,
Sacramento, Calif. 95818.

The Cambridge Book Company in its Vital Issues: Amer-
ica Series provides four paperbound booklets that
tell the story of American women from 1900 to the
present. News articles, features, and Illustrations
from The New York Times provide a first-hand account
of the changing roles of women in America. The four

paperbacks; American Women: Their Image (1900-1930s),
American Women: Transitional Period (1930s-1970s),

American Women: Emancipation and Radicalism (1950s-
1970s), and American Women: Today (1960s-19705);
cost $1.68 each and can be ordered from the Cambridge
Book Company, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
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MINI-COURSES

PURPOSE

Looking At... Is published to let you know what we
know about an emerging topic of interest or current
concern of elementary and secondary social studies
and social education teachers. We, after all, are
a "clearinghouse." We select, abstract, and index
current hard-to-obtain documents for Research in
Education (RIE) and current periodical articles
for Current Index to Journals in Education (C1JE).
Also, we commission or prepare social studies prac-
tical guidance papers, interpretive papers, and ref-
erence tools when need, literature, and practice
warrant. In the process of doing this work we get
around, talk with many people throughout the country,
have many visitors, and receive many letters and
telephone calls for Information about who is doing

what, and what is the latest activity on a topic.
Before enough theory, practice, or materials have
crystalized or surfaced to warrant a practical
guidance paper, we hope to make available informa-
tion about practices, people, materials, and ideas
on a topic as we receive It; performing 1 clear-
inghouse and communication function through
Looking At...

Looking At... is also intended to be a catalyst,
increasing communication from you to the clear-
inghouse. Please send us descriptions of your
work, announcements, questions, syllabi, guides,
experimental materials, and suggestions for future
issues of Looking At...

WHAT ARE MIN1-COURSES?

In the search for "relevance" In high school so-
cial studies programs, administrators, teachers,
and students have come up with a variety of
ideas. Some of them work; some of them are dis-
mal failures. An Idea which seems to show some
promise is mini - courses- -also commonly called
short courses, phase electives, interim courses,
or quinmesters.

There are different types of mini-course struc-
tures, each designed to fit a specific purpose.
For example, the "mini" or "short" courses are
usually designed to offer the students a wide
selection of topics, each to be covered in depth
over a short period of time. Students may take
as many as eight or nine mini-courses during a
school year, although four seem to be the average.

Interim courses are usually offered at the begin-
ning, middle, or end of the year and last from
one to two weeks. In some cases, the entire
school is involved and all the students select a
certain number of hours for the interim period.
This may be Just one course, or it may be two or
three. In other cases, only individual depart-
ments or grade levels offer interim courses. For
example, all students in the American history
courses might have the option of selecting an
elective, offered during the regular classtime,
during the last week of the semester.

The quinmester plan is an extended schooi year
plan that divides the school year into five nine-
week sessions. Pupils must attend four quinmes-
ters out or five in the school year. Students
may attend the fifth quinmester and (I) take a
vacation during the regular school year; (2)
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elect to accelerate their graduation from high
school; or (3) use the fifth quinmester for en-
richment or remedial experiences. In each quin-

mester 12 to 15 self-contained courses may be
offered, giving students a large number of op-
tions from which to choose.

Based on these three examples of mini-course
structures--and there are still other varieties- -
we will define "mini-courses" broadly as any
courses that are offered for a period of less

than one semester.

SOME ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF MINI-COURSES

Like most new innovations, mini-courses were de-
signed to solve an educational problem. Based on
the available literature and on conversations
with those engaged in mini-courses, the problem,
in this case, seems to be the cry for "relevance"
in the curriculum. Students felt that memorizing
information on how a bill becomes a law, dates of
major historical events, and names of Civil War
generals was not related to their daily lives,
either in or out of school. Mini-courses were
seen as a way to offer subject matter that was
interesting to both students and teachers.

As mini-courses were instituted, administrators,
students, and teachers found that, in addition to
increasing the relevance of course offerings,
mini-courses opened other new dimensions for the
social studies curriculum. Students found they
had much more freedom of choice; even when cer-
tain courses were required, they were still able
to choose some courses, usually with increasing
frequency in their junior and senior years.

Continued on page 2



The courses were taught in much greater depth- -
gone were the days of "American History from 1492
to the Present." instead, students could choose
from such offerings as "American Life Styles,"
"War and Peace," "History of American Sports,"
"Roosevelt and the New Deal," and "Alienation in
America"--to name only five American history
offerings out of a total of 44 in one New England
high school. Students found more challenge In the
opportunity for more sophisticated study of sub-
jects. And, teachers found that since their stu-
dents had chosen their courses, they were much
more likely to become deeply involved and inter-
ested in them.

Often in mini-courses--particularly those desig-
nated as "interim" courses--there is little, if
any, emphasis on grades. This takes pressure off
students; and teachers feei freer to present dif-
ficult subject matter and focus on affective
learning, which they often avoid because of the
difficulty of assessing student progress in this
area. Where grades are still important, as in
the quinmester program, students, if they fail,
do not have to repeat a complete year or semester,
but only a short courses--and they can repeat it
immediately.

Teachers have found that mini-courses have advan-
tages they had not originally anticipated. From
the beginning, they knew they wculd have the op-
portunity to teach subjects they really knew well
or in which they were especially interested. But
as mini-courses were instituted, teachers found
they were getting to know their students better,
even though they had them for only a short time.
Because of the depth and sophistication of in-
struction, they were having many more conversa-
tions out of class and more personal conversa-
tions within class. In addition, rather than
teaching the same students for the entire year,
teachers had new students every four, or six, or
nine weeks and were getting to know many more stu-
dents than before.

In spite of all these positive reactions to mini-
courses, some schools have tried the idea and
dropped it. Like most new innovations, mini-
courses create some new problems while solving old
ones. Most of these disadvantages seem to be felt
by teachers and administrators, although a student
editorial in the December 21, 1973, issue of the
East High Spotlight from Denver, Colorado, notes:
Some mini-courses are astoundingly easy credit.
In comparison to the hated traditional curric-
ulum, the classes are watered-down and over-
simplified presentations, while often the
nine-week capsulization is a crammed and
inadequate attempt to survey too much in too
little time. Also, although it is true that
fewer students tall minis than in the regular
programs, this can be partially attributed to
a lower academic standard in some classes,
and the failure rate is still amazingly high
for a 'fun' program.

Teachers, too, have frequently found it difficuit
to narrow down their subject and to avoid "cram-
ming" too much into mini-courses. In addition, a
teacher who formerly taught four classes of survey
American history and one of world geography may
find himself now teaching five different courses,
each in some depth.

A second problem teachers have encountered is a
very interesting, although unexpected, one. A

teacher who had a burning interest In political
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cartooning now wishes he had never heard of the
subject. At first delighted by the prospect of
being able to teach a subject in which he had long
been interested, he has now taught five classes a
day, four times this year. Teachers can become
Just as bored with a favorite subject as they were
with survey courses in Western civilization.

One of the major problems faced by administrators,
seems to be scheduiing. This is particularly true
of the two-week interim courses, although produc-
ing now schedules every four or six weeks is also
difficult and costly. The majority of the schools
wilt) are engaged in mini-courses have turned to
computers to help solve this problem.

Perhaps the most serious charge leveled at mini-
courses Is best expressed in an article entitled
"Mini-Courses and Phase Electives: Panacea or
Poppycock?" (C. Frederick Risinger, in News and

Notes on the Social Sciences, Indiana University,
Spring 1974). "If the primary goal of the high
school is to provide a comprehensive education,
are we subverting the process by ailowing students
to select only those courses that they are 'inter-
ested inn at this stage of their lives?"

INTERVIEWS: SOULE, HANSON,

VON STETTEN, ROBERTS

We interviewed four individuals for this Issue of
Looking At.... ,Three of these have worked with differ-
ent types of mini-course structures, while the fourth Is
a university professor who Is currently studying the
various structures of mini-courses In Connecticut.

Daniel Soule Is Director of the American. Studies Pro-
gram at Orono High School, Orono, Maine. In 1959, under

a Title III grant, Orono divided the American history
program into five m%lor themes. Although each of the
students takes each of the themes at the same time, they
are given a number of choices within each theme, thus
providing for individualization, student choice, and
curriculum relevance.

Paul Hanson holds the position of Social Studies Consul-
tant K-I2 for the Dade County, Florida, Public Schools.
Dade County has a quinmester program. There are a total

of 110 social studies offerings from which the students
may choose In this program.

Wayne Von Stetten, Principal of Brandywine High School,
Wilmington, Delaware, has instituted a two-week session
between semesters called Interim. During the interim

session, the entire student body chooses three or four
offerings from over 400 courses for two weeks of in-
depth study.

Arthur D. Roberts Is Associate Professor, Department of
Foundations and Curriculum at the University of Connec-
ticut In Storrs, Connecticut. He and his colleague,
Robert K. Gable, presented a paper at the 1972 National
Council for the Social Studies convention in Boston,
entitled "Mini Versus Traditional! An Experimental

Study of High School Social Studies Curricula." Since

that time he has done additional studies of various

090.A.15
Continued on page 4



ERIC DOCUMENTS ON MINI-COURSES

In writing this issue, of Looking

At..., we found that very little
has been written about "short" or
"mini" courses. Wo urge those
readers who have written about
this topic to send us documents
for entry into the ERIC system.
Send current, non-copyrighted
course descriptions, experimental
materials, classroom research,
and conference research papers
about mini-courses to ERIC/ChESS,
855 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado
80302.

Documents

The documents abstracted below
are available from EDRS, Computer
Microfilm International Corpora-
ticn, P.O. Box 190, Arlington,
Virginia 2210, unless otherwise
noted. Microfiche is $.75 for
the first 479 document pages and
an extra $.15 for each additional
96 pages. Hardcopy is $1.50 for
1-25 pages, $1.85 for 26-50 pages,
$3.15 for 51-75 pages, $4.26 for
76-100 pages, and an extra $1.20
for each additional 25 pages. We
suggest you refer to the complete
abstract in Research in Education
before ordering.

ED 082 295. Mini Course Direc-
tory. By R. Don Means. Penn-
sylvania Council on Year-Round
Education, Harrisburg, Penn-
sylvania, 1973. 48 pp. This
directory lists school districts
in Pennsylvania that are current-
ly offering mini-courses. The
courses are presented alphabeti-
cally by subject areas according
to the number of weeks that each
is offered (4, 9, 12, or 18
weeks). The districts listed
have agreed to share their mini-
course materials with other
interested districts.

ED 080 444. Short Courses in the
Social Studies. Pennsylvania
State Department of Education,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1972.
25 pp. Mini-courses, one of the
most popular educational develop-
ments to appear in a long time,
are the subject of this working
paper. It Is designed to illus-
trate the impact and to provide
information about short courses
or mini-courses in the Pennsyl-
vania secondary social studies
curriculum. What a mini-course
is, the advantages and disadvan-
tages of mini-courses, how to

Initiate a short-course program
into the curriculum, and the out-
look for mini-courses In the cu:--
riculum are discussed. Mini-
courses offered by four school
districts in Pennsylvania are

listed with descriptions and grade

levels.

ED 076 47!. Mini Versus Tradi-
tional: An Experimental Study of
High School Social Studies Cur-
ricula. By Arthur D. Roberts and
Robert K. Gable. Papor presented
at National Council for the Social
Studies Annual Meeting, Boston,
Massachusetts, November 1972. 35
pp. This study assessed some of
the cognitive and affective ele-
ments for both traditional and
mini curricula. 1* was hypothe-
sized there was no aifference be-
tween students in the mini-course
curriculum and the traditional
curriculum on a number of stated
cognitivervcriables (focusing on
critical thinking and reading com-
prehension) and affective varia-
bles (focusing on attitudes toward
social studies and teachers).
Five hundred 11th graders from two
comparable high schools served as
the sample. Two cognitive and
three affective instruments were
administered on a classroom basis
in 1971-72. Pre- and post-tests
of all instruments except one were
administered. Findings indicated
that: (I) males in the tradition-
al curriculum made significantly
greater gains on critical thinking
and on vocabulary and level of
comprehension; (2) mini curriculum
students gained significantly on
evaluation of arguments; (3) no
differences in the amount of
change in motivation toward educa-
tion or in attitudes toward school
subjects was found; and (4) in the
post-test, mini curriculum stu-
dents were found to have more pos-
itive attitudes toward teachers.

Looking At Mini Courses
was prepared by Frances
Haley, Coordinator of
User Services for ERIC/
ChESS and Assistant
Director of the Social
Science Education
Consortium, Inc.
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Journal Articles

A number of articles have appeared
In educational journals within the
last few years, describing the
successes and failures of mini-
courses. We located these by con-
sulting ERIC's Current Index to
Journals in Education. The reader
should refer to the appropriate
journals at their local library

for the full art:cies, which are
annotated here.

"Mini-Courses Provide More Subject
Options for High School History
Students." John Guenther and
Robert Ridgway. History Teacher,
Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 387-392, May
1973. Curriculum innovation in
Kansas high school social studies
departments replaces the tradi-
tional history courses with mini-
courses, which provide more varied
elective experiences for students.
This approach to individualization
is suggested as a viable organiza-
tional innovation with important
future educational implications.

"Something Special: Enrichment

Courses at Very Little Extra
Cost." Thomas J. Pepe, School
Management, Vol. 17, No. 4, p. 29,
April 1973. Pepe describes how
one school district has been able
to expand its curriculum offer-
ings at very little cost by of-
fering mini-enrichment courses on
Saturday mornings.

"Mini-Courses: Maxi Morale."
Ross A. Engel and L. David Weller,
Jr., High School Journal, Vol. 56,
No. 3, pp. 142-49, December 1972.
The mini-course is described as
not only a curriculum revitaiza-
tion but also an important basis
for improved , rsonnei relations
throughout th school.

"For a Change of Pace, Try a Mini-
Course Day." Robert Youngren,
Clearing House, Vol. 47, No. 3,
pp. 159-161, November 1972.
Youngren describes a variety of
one-day courses taught by high
school faculty, students, and
administration, resulting in high
interest and enthusiasm on all
sides.
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mint - course Strectur09;.'

Question: Are mini-courses a curriculum fad, or are
they here to stay as a permanent part of social studies

instruction?

Roberts: I
.
see some problems, mostly with teachers.

When teachers have a course that's popular they often
end up teaching multiple sections (f It. One teacher
could find himself teaching five sections of a course

four or five times a year. This can result in "teacher

burn- out." Also, a teacher with a full course load

could end up with four or five preparations if he Is

offering different courses. I think teachers will prob-

ably start rotating the courses they teach to lend

freshness to the curriculum. One of the exciting things
about mini-courses which makes me think they will be a
permanent part of the curriculum is that they excite

teachers. And in order for an Innovation to stick and

not be a fad, it has to be exciting to teachers.

Soule: My bias is to have a two-year program rather
fixed and traditional In content and procedures and
then to open up into semester and quarter courses in the

junior-senior years. Mini- courses may not be permanent
unless this happens, because of the limitations of
staff, scheduling, and space. We had to convert a rest-
room Into a seminar room In order to have space for our

program. Even though intentions are good, logistics are

a serious problem in trying to have mini-courses, espe-

cially in a small school.

Hanson: I
think we hdve to take the direction of mini-

courses, tecadse of the knowledge explosion. %gni-

courses aro an answer to that. Hopefully, loofa' stud-
ies are goiIg in the direction In which they will no
longer be attempting to pass on a body of knowledge, but
will be teacning skills which the learner can apply in

'pining a body of knowledge. students will have such
skills and thy flexibility to make choices. Short
courses are ideal for this.

Von Stetten: I think they're definitel" here to stay.
Many teachers find them somewhat fearsome or awesome,
because if they try o "water down" content, that will
be the end of their professional career as an historian
or economist or whatever. But one can still offer mini-
courses and nave students meet minimum requirements.
This is by offering them at a set time as we have done
in our interim program. This gives the students the
opportunity to see different teachers, to learn differ-
ent Ideas and skills, and to be in different settings.
It enables students to unlock doors they hadn't seen
before.

Question: There seem to be a number of problems related
to the implementation of mini-courses; one is the teach-
ing of basic skills and relating a variety of seemingly
unrelated courses; another is how to schedule students
with a minimum of effort; the third seems to be evalua-
tion of the mini - course process--is it a "good"

innovation?

On teaching basic skills:

Roberts: At this point in history, it's awfully diffi-
cult to get agreement on what skills should be covered
In social studies. We seem to be getting heavily into
such things as valuing. The initial point for a school
or 4 department seems to be to delineate those things
they want to do. Skills usually get talked about in
pretty abstract terms, but never got set nut. If they

are let out you can teach them in any course; 11 doesn't
matter what the content Is. You can as.ure that the
students get all the skills by putting the electives
into "families" or groups. One particular family of
mini-courses will cover certain skills, and students
have to take at least one course from each family.

Hanson: We have developed two "skills" courses. At

the junior high level, we offer a course entitled
"Launch Pad," designed to teach what the basic social
sciences are and what the basic skills for each of them

are. The senior high course is entitled "Advanced Tech-
niques in the Social Sciences." We don't require
either course, but we do recommend them. Most of the
students do adhere to the recommendations.

Soule: S1 ce all of our students take the entire Ameri-
can Studies course and exercise options only within the
course itself, this has not been a problem for us.
However, if we were to institute more of a mini- course

structure, I would recommend the basic skill program in
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the first two years with electives In the last two

years.

Von Stetten: Quite honestly, we don't have that prob-

lem. Our kids are accustomed to our traditional pro-
gram; it's a way of life hero. Instead, we give them a

two-week opportunity to demonstrate rasponsibliity and

make choices. We think they are happy to get back to
their regular classes after they've had the opportunity
for the two-week mint- courses.

On scheduling:

Roberts: I'm afraid I have no groat insights. I

really haven't gotten into that. From observation, I

think about 90% of the schools schedule by computer and
have to do the rest by hand. It does take lots of prior

planning.

Hanson: We provide two teacher work days between each
quinmester when the students are not in attendance, and
that helps. We also use computers to help with sched-
uling. In addition, In some schools they have students
sign up for "package" courses and they are then regis-
tered for two quinmesters.

Soule: Our students are scheduled only once. We have
added the traditional two-week drop/add sessions at the
beginning of a semester to give students the chance +o
make sure they made the correct choIce. During this
time, we try to find students who 'ere uncomfortable in
the American Studies program so they can make the switch

back to the traditional course.

Von Stetten: The actual mechanics of scheduling 1400
students into several hundred courses works bettor now

than it did the first year. We do it very much like a

college registration. The gymnasium is converted into a
scheduling room with 150 stations. Seniors register
first, followed by Juniors, and then sophomores. If

courses are filled (26 is a maximum, less in some
courses), then the studens must make new choices. Each

student has IBM cards which he hands to the instructor
at the station of his choice. Final'? scheduling is

done by computer. We also have a preregistration so we

can work out a tentative master schedule. But you have
to have advanced planning, and you learn something new
each year. The trick is capitalizing on your mistakes
and making changes as they're called for.

On evaluation:

Roberts: The only good evaluation we have seen is based
on student and teacher attitude polls. There is a lot

of that. But we really don't see much in the way of
evaluating mini-courses in relationship to traditional
courses, using a set of basic criteria. There needs to
be a great deal more of that.

Hanson: We do have teacher evaluation of the program.
A lot of states are doing work in assessment, and so are
we. We are working toward the assessment of the teach-
ing of concepts and processes, rather than factual con-
tent. As long as process is an important objective,
then the mini-courses and quinmesters seem to be valid.
Teachers give some positive and some negative comments
to the quinmester system. Some feel they are just get-
ting to know the kids really well and then they leave.
They also feel it is sometimes difficult to get kids
interested in such a short period of time.

Soule: I'm not aware of any evaluation on how mini-
courses work as opposed to other types of instruction.
Most of the mini-courses or small blocks of study are
accepted readily by the students, and their activity
and Involvement in discussion of contemporary Issues
Is a nice thing to see happening. But I'm not sure the
"niceness" is based on any hard evaluation.

Von Stetten: We try to do this particularly with our

remedial studehts. During interim, we offer in-depth
courses for the two weeks for students who are having
trouble in a regular course or who need to repeat a
course. They have en opportunity to spend two weeks
with almost individualized instruction, and we can
really check out their progress. It's a little hard for
us to say what International Cooking might do for John
when he returrs to his Russian class. From these stu-
dents, we Just get that attitude feedback of "Thank you
very much for a tremendous experience." Interestingly

enough, the feedback from teachers is that things gener-
ally went better than they had anticipated and they
found it a useful and fulfilling session.
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hooking At... is a current awareness bulletin
published occasionally by the ERIC Clearing-
house for Social Studies/Social Science Educa-
tion (ER1C/ChESS). ER1C/ChESS is funded by the
National Irstitute of Education (NIE) and spon-
sored by the? Social Science Education Consor-
tium, Inc. (SSEC) and the. University of Colo-

rado. Free copies of Looking At... nog be ob-
tained from: ERIC/CUSS, Looking At..., 855
Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80302. If you are
not already on the moiling list to receive
bulletins and would like to be, send your name
and address to ERIC/ChESS.

GLOBAL STUDIES

Looking At... is published to let you know what we
know about an °merging topic of Interest or current
concern of elementary and secondary social studies
and social education teachers. We, after all, are a
"clearinghouse." We select, abstract, and index cur-
rent hard-to-obtain documents for Research in Educa-
tion (RIE) and current periodical articles for Cur-
rent Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). Also,
we commission or prepare social studies practical
guidance papers, interpretive papers, and reference
tools when need, literature, and practice warrant.
In the process of doing this work we get around, talk
with many people throughout the country, have many
visitors, and receive many letters and telephone
calls for information about wno is doing what, and
what is the latest activity on a topic. Before
enough theory, practice, or materials have crystal-
lized or surfaced to warrant a practical guidance
paper, we hope to make available information about
practice, people, materials, and ideas on a topic as
we receive it; performing a clearinghouse and com-
munication function through Looking At...

Looking At... is also intended to be a catalyst in-
creasing communication from you to the clearinghouse.
Please sena us descriptions of your work, announce-
ments, questions, syllabi, guides, experimental mate-
rials, and suggestions for a second Looking At... on
Global Studies and for a Looking At... on other
topics.
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Global Studies Is...
--a growing awareness in K-I2 curricula that we do

live in one interdependent world and that our stu-
dents should consider the implications of world
realities in their lives.

--curriculum development efforts demonstrating con-
cern for global concopts such as world order,
intercultural education, world-mindedness, global
development, and spaceship earth.

--a greater inclusion of global studies concerns in

existing school social studies and interdisciplin-
ary courses by emphasizing global problems instead
of the sovereignty of independent nation states.

--a movement by the many global outlook organiza-
tions toward greater intergroup communication,
cooperation, and resource commitment.

--a growing realization that the U.S., with some six
percent of the world's population, cannot continue
consuming some 40 percent of the world's total
resources.
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4. Condon and Reardon were interviewed by RICHARD PITNER,
$a 1973-74 SSEC Teacher Associate, now teaching at
Kennedy High School in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Conden was
interviewed at the SSEC in Boulder, Colorado on June
26. 1974; Readon was interviewed at Stanstead College,
Stanstead, Quebec on July 1, 1974. Pitner, guest
writer for "Looking At Global Studies," was assisted

0 by Beverly Long, a 1973-74 teacher intern with the
0 Consortium on Peace, Research and Education, in the

ERIC documents section, Kathy Mitchell in materials
search, and Sharryl Hawke in editing.

b Interviews: Condon and Reardon
0
O
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LARRY CONDON, Program Coordinator of the Center for
War/Peace Studies (CW/PS), taught junior high in Los
Angeles, senior high in Greenwich, Connecticut,
developed curriculum ideas and teaching strategies
for an African Studies Project, and spent a year at
the East-West Center in Hawaii. He has been with
the CW/PS for three years. CW/PS together with the
Center for Teaching International Relations has been
influential and active in developing global studies
curriculum and presenting global perspectives.

BETTY REARDON, School Program Director of the Insti-
tute for World Order (IWO), taught secondary school
for nine years in New York state. She has been with
the IWO for eleven years and was instrumental in
developing their school programs, materials, work-
shops, and dissemination network. The IWO has been
influential and active in developing materials and
curriculum related to global studies.
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PITNER: What are the key components of any course or

unit concerned with global studies?

CONDON: It is not so much a key component of a par-
ticular course or unit that is important but the
whole perspective of how you view the world and its
problems within the educational process. Key com-
ponents of a specific course can be identified, but
what we are really talking about in a K-12 curriculum
is the kind of issues kids will be facing today and
in the future. We need to help students develop
bonds across space and time, to explore the future
based on what they know about the present. People
will probably have to learn to live and cope in a
world that is characterized by continued conflict
and change. This won't be learned at one grade level
or in one course, but the understanding necessary
will be developed at many grade levels, by content
specialists, teachers, and commercial curriculum pub-
lishers working together. continued next page
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Some work has already been done. Lee

Anderson's work, International Education, Lond Range
Uoale ana Objeot-:vee, is a broad outline of some of
the issues that can be identified as objectives and
dimensions of international understanding. The task

is to turn these objectives into "key components" F.

all courses.

REARDON: I'd first like to give a definition of what

I consider to be global studies. Global studies con-

sists of those educational activities and experiences
which can help learners to participate in the forma-
tion of a global community. By global community I
mean a socio-political order on planet earth which
enables all persons on the planet to share equally in
a set of values that are not only vital to survival

but are al: vital to fulfilling each person's human

potential.
The Institute defines five value objectives

for global studies: (1) peace or limiting violence,
(2) social justice, (3) economic well-being, (4) eco-
logical balance, and (5) participation in policy
making. I believe participation in decision making

is a very key value. People want to have something
to say about what happens V., them and about the
nature of the public order which determines what hap-

pens to them.

PITNER: What has your organization done in develop-
ing curriculum that can readily be used in schools?

CONDON: The Center has put together materials to
answer specific teacher requests; we have a couple of

curriculum pieces, most notably Patterns of Human Con-
flict, a multi-media package geared to senior high
school which deals with conflict on personal, inter-
group, and international levels. We've also devel-
oped some background papers and ideas to help teach-
ers supplement their teaching about such issues as
conflict and war, population growth, and global in-

terdependence. However, our preference is to work
with commercial curriculum producers in helping them
add global perspectives to their materials because
these are the materials that will be widely
disseminated.

REARDON: The part of this question that throws me is
the phrase "readily be used in the schools." The

professionals working in cooperation with the Insti-
tute have produced a variety of course outlines,
mini-units, individual lessons, simulation games,
sound filmstrips, films, and a few booklets. But the

degree to which the material can be "readily used"
depends on the classroom teacher. To readily use

these materials teachers will have to develop the
skills of eliciting from students their concerns

about the issues and working with them on formulating
potential solutions, strategies for achieving solu-
tions, and in some cases, opportunities for the stu-
dents to actually involve themselves in strategies.

PITNER: What do you feel is the best approach for
classroom teachers to pursue if they wish to imple-

ment a global studies concern in their classes?

CONDON: I don't suppose there is any "one way" to

implement global studies. I think for example, in a

course like U.S. History, you could look for certain
obvious themes, such as conflict, and try to analyze
that concept as it appears in U.S. history. Then you

can apply some of the same strategies to help analyze

global conflicts.
Part of the problem is that nobody has de-

fined exactly what the objectives of international
understanding are grade level by grade level. So,
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what do you teach students at the second grade level,
at the fifth, or the eleventh? There are bits and
pieces around, many of which are good and promising.
But it makes it tough on the classroom teachers who
don't have time to sit around and develop their own
"global curriculum," On the other hand, if we can
offer teachers some basic guidelines, many of them
are ready and willing to deal with global perspec-
tives. We're hopeful because many concerned
teachers are developing a variety of approaches.

REARDON: The best approach is for the teacher to de-
velop his or her own global concern and a very real
sense of his/her role in the global system. Achiev-

ing a global view is a very difficult kind of thing;
we can conceptualize it, but our sense of relation to

global problems is sometimes very remote. We need to
educate ourselves about the values outlined ear-
lier and how they affect people in their own communi-
ty and other communities all uver the world--an imme-
diate community perspective ano a global perspective.

The approach I think classroom teachers
should take to implement concerns in their classes is
to become concerned themselves so they can elicit
from students the same kinds of concern. This is a

rather high risk thing because we might have to
abandon some of our standard strategies, but risky
things are kind of exciting. We must also break out

of the single discipline approach to global studies
and learn to exchange ideas and solutions.

PITNER: What is the role of the teacher in global

studies?

CONDON: The global studies teacher doesn't have to
act differently from other teachers. Teachers must
be able to recognize problems, find and sort out ma-
terials, marshal resources--in short, to provide the

tools for "rational and informed inquiry into
alternatives."

REARDON: I think when it comes to global studies,
everybody should be a teacher. But the teacher in a

professional sense should elicit concerns from stu-
dents after he/she has developed personal concerns.
The teacher should help students to recognize their
roles in the world political system and facilitate
learning that will enable them to act for construc-
tive system change.

PITNER: How have students responded to a global di-
mension in social studies courses?

CONDON: Most of what we know about student response
to global studies is impression because we haven't
done any validation projects with the exception of
one in Denver which was related to a specific curric-

ulum item. However, the impression is that students
respond positively to global studies. Their re-

sponses seem best when there is a marriage between
issues and something concrete, such as gas lines or
wheat prices--global problems which have an impact

on all of us.

REARDON: My firsthand experience with this issue is

limited. I have done some demonstrations of global
dimension materials we've developed, and the students
responded positively to a number of things. To get

more definitive response from students, I would say
that we would have to do a lot more diagnostic work
about students' perceptions and values.

PITNER: Have there been any problems in implementing
global studies courses in United States schools?
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CONDON: The problems in implementing global studies
are really no different from introducing other new,
rather controversial ideas. Of course, the curric-
ulum is already crowded, so a "new priority" is a
problem. Actually, the Arabs gave a real boost to
global studies and taught us more about interdepen-
dence in six weeks than we can teach in three years.
Perhaps we can use this impact to expand global
studies in the schools.

REARDON: I guess that depends on how you define
problems. It's been very difficult and there have
been obstacles: (1) lack of information about the
urgency of global problems; (2) lack of communica-
tion and functional cooperation among those inter-
ested in global dimensions; (3) lack of resources to
implement a great deal of what has been developed;
and (4) a need to break through some of the tradi-
tional ways of dealing with social issues and world
affairs in classrooms. I feel there is a movement in
globalism, and I feel that it is getting stronger.

PITNER: Isn't it somewhat unpatriotic to consider a
global studies curriculum in our nation's schools
when their task traditionally has been to further the
development of nationalism?

CONDON: Teaching global perspectives is not anti-
thetical to nationalism. National survival is patri-
otic. So is international survival, and we must get
along with others to survive. The responsibility of
being a U.S. citizen means responsibility wider than
our own view; since we are citizens of the globe we
need a global perspective also. The narrowest re-
sponsibility might be, "We can't have e starving
world, or we will have a world revolution." Hope-
fully we can expand responsibility past that to help
young Americans understand how the price of bread or
oil has world-wide implications.

REARDON: I don't think the traditional task of the
American school was to develop "nationalism." The
task was to build a nation and engender patriotism,
and nationalism was the means by which the
schools would integrate many different cultures.
It seems to me that global studies is patriotic in
the highest sense. Patriotism means that one is
willing to sublimate certain self-interest in the
larger interest and that is what global community
building is all about.

PITNER: What is the future of the global studies
movement in United States schools, particuldrly in
social studies education?

CONDON: I can't survive by being pessimistic. We

have to try to solve problems. Humans have coping
power--we have been flexible in dealing with problems
in the past, now we need a rational response to glo-
bal problems that affect us. Global problems aren't
out of control, but they are serious, and they must be
faced. Schools are one of the best places to start
the task.

REARDON: I don't know what the future will be. I

have a potential negative image that the movement
will be in U.S. schools and will continue to be a
traditional world affairs education from the U.S.
perspective. However, I also have a positive image
that the movement will encourage U.S. professionals
to reach out to professionals all over the world to
support each other in making this a global movement
for a global community.

I think that global studies should make

0 00.

social studies more reflective and more interdisci-
plinary. I'm in this movement because I think that
education can make a difference in the world's future,
and I think global studies is a potential instrument
for making that kind of difference.
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Curriculum Notes

Below are listed five approaches to teaching global
studies. For each, one representative set of curric-
ulum materials is described.

- An Intercultural Approach
The AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES FIELD STAFF, INC. (AUFS)
has developed two sets of cultural studies materials
for secondary school use, Man at Aq Kupruk: Tradition
and Change in Village Life in northern Afganistan and
Southeast Asia: Modernization and Regional Economic
Development. The multi -media packages are designed to
help students better understand global humanity by
focusing on patterns of culture. AUFS, 3 Lebanon St.,
Hanover, N. H. 03755.

- An Issues Approach
The PUBLIC ISSUES SERIES: HARVARD SOCIAL STUDIES
PROJECT includes several booklets which are applicable
to global studies. They are based on selected case
studies, include open-ended student questions, and are
intended for secondary use. Xerox Education Publica-
tions, Education Center, Columbus, OH 43216.

- An Historical Approach
The UNITS IN AMERICAN HISTORY developed by the AMHERST
PROJECT'S COMMITTEE ON THE STUDY OF HISTORY include
three studies which are useful for teaching a global
perspective at the secondary level. The studies use
primary sources to inquire about the nature, methods,
and implications of history. Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishing Company, 2725 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, CA
94025.

- A Topical Approach
The CENTER FOR WAR/PEACE STUDIES has developed a
series of five booklets, SO YOU WANT TO TEACH ABOUT...,
dealing with global issues. Booklets are available
for elementary through high school levels. The CENTER
FOR TEACHING INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS has produced two
sets of global studies materials which are being dis-
tributed by CW/PS. GLOBAL DIMENSIONS is a series of
four booklets each relating to a specific topic. NUTES

ON TEACHING INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION is a series
providing teachers with suggestions on teaching global
topics. CW/PS, 218 East 18th Street, New York, N. Y.
10003.

- A Data and Questioning Approach
The CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS AND COMPARATIVE
STUDIES has available two sets of materials, Data on
the Human Crisis, which includes a student inquiry
handbook plus a teacher's guide, and Teaching About
War and Its Control, a selective, annotated bibliog-
raphy. 99 Washington Avenue, Albany, N. Y. 12224.

Additional Resource:

INTERCOM. A journal focusing on global problems and
resources for dealing with global perspectives.
Published by Center for War/Peace Studies. See
especially issue 75, "Teaching Global Issues through
Simulation: It Can Be Easy." 218 East 18th St.,
New York, N. Y. 10003.
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Book Reviews

Edzo.2:;:o AV.2Jt:: ic.ius o,w: Mankind. George

Henderson, ed. Association for Supervision and Cur-
riculum Development, 1201 Sixteenth Street,
Washington, D. C. 20036, 1973, $7.50.

This book confronts the complex overload of informa-
tion about the affairs of the world and integrates it
into a comprehensive curricular tool. The book

focuses on both the ethical implications and the
action perspective required of today's students who
are seeking their roles as self-motivated individuals.
Henderson does not offer a prescriptive, fail-safe
prvgram like those produced in the 1960s, but he does
suggest a framework of fundamental ideas emerging from
peace research into which each teacher can fit social
'reality according to his/her own style.

Reviewed by Beverly Long

00.00

War and War Prevention, Joseph and Roberta Moore,
Hayden Book Co., Inc., 50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park,
N. J. 07662, 1974, 141 pages, $1.98. (From the Amer-

ican Values Series.)

In this book the Moores are concerned with both the
effect and the acceptance of war as a way of human
life, and they encourage students to actively consider
alternative practices in meeting human needs. The

book's 11 chapters each develop a theme such as the
problem of war, the causes of war, the consequences of
war, war prevention, and alternative futures. Chap-

ters conclude with class discussion and directed ques-
tions along with suggestions for additional fiction
and nonfiction readings.

Reviewed by Richard Pitner
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ERIC Documents

The transnational and transcultural interdependencies
and aspirations that unite humans of this planet can be
studied by "looking at" four global studies fundamen-

tals: human rights, economic welfare, world order,

and ecological balance. The ERIC documents included
nere have this broad base, incorporate a variety of

teaching strategies, and offer suggestions for stu-

dent action.

The documents abstracted below are available from
EDRS, Computer Microfilm International Corp.,.P.O.
Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210, unless otherwise noted.
Microfiche (MF) is $0.75 for the first 479 pages and
$0.15 for each additional 96-page increment or frac-

tion thereof. Hard copy (HC) is $1.50 for 1-25 pages,
$1.85 for 26-50 pages, $3.15 for 51-75 pages, $4.20
for 76-100 pages, and $1.20 for each additional 25-
page increment or fraction thereof. Postage is

extra. We suggest you refer to the complete abstract

in Research in Education before ordering.
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ED 086 570. Global Vevelorment .".diee. A Model Cur-
riculum Ibr an Acajemic Year Couvae In Global 6',ifutema
and Human eveZoment "t the Secondary and Undergrad-
uate Levels of General Education. 1973. Available
from Management Institutes for National Development,
230 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017, $5.00. Avail-

able in MF only from EDRS. 68 pp. The course, an
experimental model, intended for use in secondary
grades and higher education, centers on mankind in a

global context. Main objectives are to help students
understand the realities of global systems, interde-
pendencies, and imbalances, and to help them develop
conscious attitudes toward their own belieft as well
as those of others. Some of the teaching techniques
suggested are surveys, interviews, research, and the
use of audio-visual and print materials to stimulate
group discussion.

ED 070 735. Learning Peace: A Resource Unit. By

Grace Contrino Abrams and Fran Contrino Schmidt.
1972. Available from Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom, 1213 Race St., Philadelphia, PA
19107, $3.00. Available from EDRS in MF only. 54 pp.

The rescurce unit prepares 7th- through 12th-grade
students for peace by helping them to develop an in-
terest in peace, to realize that peace is possible,
and to recognize their future role in peacekeeping.
Activities are included which help the student under-
stand and assess his own and others' attitudes and be-
liefs toward peace; examine the social, economic, and
political reasons for war; analyze human and environ-
mental problems resulting from war; investigate the
aims of the national and international organizations
for peace; identify world problems; evaluate the com-
munications media's role in peace; examine alternative
ways of conflict resolution; and enumerate ways to
participate in the quest for peace. The teacher may
use the total guide or select certain activities.

ED 079 190. Man's Changing Values and a World
Culture--New Directions and New Emphases for Educa-
tional Programs. A Retort on the 1971 Phi Delta Kappa

Conference on World Education. 1972. Available from

EDRS in MF or HC. 101 pp. This document contains the
proceedings of a one-day Phi Delta Kappa conference on
world education attended by educators from several
countries in May, 1971. Specific objectives of the
conference were to (1) examine the values of our
changing world; (2) recognize the growing need for a
world culture; (3) see how our changing values help or
hinder a world culture; and (4) try to find new direc-

tions for existing educational programs. In achieving

its objectives, the conference concluded that there
are many indications of a world culture; a world edu-
cational program can affect the entire value system of
mankind; and there is need for a world culture and an
urgency in finding solutions to pressing problems.
Most useful to teachers and curriculum developers are
the five suggested workshop presentations on new direc-
tions and emphases for educational programs.

+444.4

Useful ERIC descriptors in searching for materials on
global studies are "Peace," "War," "Conflict Resolu-
tion," "Cultural Education," "International Education,"
and "World Affairs." ERIC identifiers which are help-

ful are "Worldmindedness" and "World Order."

For information about ERIC resources on global stud-
ies, or any other topic in social studies/social sci-
ence education, write to User Services, ERIC/ChESS,
855 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80302.
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Looking At... is a current awareness bulletin
published occasionally by the ERIC Clearing-
house for Social Studies/Social Science Educa-
tion (ERIC/ChESS). ER1C/ChESS is funded by the
National Institute of Education (NIE) and spon-
sored by the Social Science Education Consor-
tium, Inc. (SSCC) and the University of Colo-
rado. Free copies of Looking At... may be ob-
tained from: RRIC/ChESS, Looking At..., 855
Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80302. If you are
not already on the :wiling list to receive
bulletins and would like to be, send your name
and address to ERIC /ChESS.

SCHOOL ETHNOGRAPHY

Purpose
Looking At... is published to let you know what we
know about an emerging topic of interest or current
concern of elementary and secondary social studies
and social education teachers. We, after all, are a
"clearinghouse." We select, abstract, and index cur-
rent hard-to-obtain documents for Research in Educa-
tion (RIE) and current periodical articles for Cur-
rent Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). Also,

we commission or prepare social studies practical
guidance papers, interpretive papers, and reference
tools when Need, literature, and practice warrant.
In the process of doing this work we get around, talk
with many people throughout the country, have many
visitors, and receive many letters and telephone
calls for information about who is doing what, and
what is the latest activity on a topic. Before
enough theory, practice, or materials have crystal-
lized or surfaced to warrant a practical guidance
paper, we hope to make available information about
practice, people, materials, and ideas on a topic as
we receive it; performing a clearinghouse and com-
munication function through Looking At...

Looking At... is also intended to be a catalyst in-
creasing communication from you to the clearinghouse.
Please send us descriptions of your work, announce-
ments, questions, syllabi, guides, experimental mate-
rials, and suggestions for a second Looking At... on
school ethnography and for a Looking At... on other
topics.

ETHNOGRAPHY
may be simply defined as descriptive anthropology. It

is a technique that the anthropologist uses to gather
data about any group of people under study. The
interview, book review, ERIC document abstracts, and
other items that follow have been chosen to acquaint
Looking At... readers with the applications and im-
plications of the technique when used to examine the
interactions of individuals in schools.

Ethnography is an interesting and potentially useful
tool for educators as well as anthropologists and one
that is receiving new and increasing attention from
both professions. Anthropologist Harry Wolcott sug-
gested a rationale for the application of the tech-
nique to schools when he stated in his interview with
us that "what school people try to do makes good sense
to school people but does not necessarily make sense
:n terms of the problems as seen by other
constituencies.

He has referred in his writings to the ethnographer's
job of making the "obvious" obvious, as he discovers
the societal rules that are so self-evident to every-
one in a culture that they are conformed to without
question. By revealing those rules and habits, the
anthropologist can enable educators to question and
improve the institutions and customs they have taken
for granted.

INTERVIEW:
The views of Harry F. Wolcott on the subject of
school ethnography will provide the educator with an
overview of the topic. Wolcott is a Professor in the
Departments of Educational Foundations and Anthropol-
ogy at the University of Oregon and a Research Asso-
ciate at the Center for Educational Management Policy.
He holds an undergraduate degree from the University
of California at Berkeley, a teaching and administra-
tive certificate and M.A. from San Francisco State
College, and a Ph.D. in education and anthropology
from Stanford. Jill Hafner, of the ERIC/ChESS staff,
conducted the interview with Wolcott.

HAFNER: What is school ethnography and what kind of
data emerge from such a study?

WOLCOTT: Any ethnography is a picture of the life of
the members of some social group seen in the context
in which that life is lived. The ethnographic ac-
count ought to answer the question, "What is going on
here?", so that an outsider might, at least theoreti-
cally, be able to join the group and know how to act
as one of its members. Perhaps more modestly, he

WOLCOTT
would be able to understand how people in the group
ordinarily act and believe. One problem with "school
ethnography" is that the researcher's own familiarity
with school, resulting from having once been a stu-
dent him or herself, can make the task more rather
than less difficult. Its hard to put yourself in
the position of a naive and interested learner if you
feel that you already "know it all" or have strong
convictions about what is right or wrong with formal
education.

HAFNER: What conceptual frameworks are used in eth-
nographic study?

WOLCOTT: The cultural anthropologist's basic concep-
tual tool is culture. People learn and transmit
ideas about the way things ought to be done so that
each of us doesn't have to invent a new and totally
unique lifestyle to accomplish our every task and so
that we can have an idea of what to expect from those
around us. Culture is like a grammar, providing us
with a basic structure for guiding successful social
interaction. To make so global a concept workable we

continued on page 2
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analyze it in terms of features commonly described in
all societies--social organization, world view, eco-
nomic organization, political organization, projec-
tive systems (e.g., mythology), material culture--the
kinds of headings one finds in most introductory
texts in cultural anthropology. In my own work in
the ethnography of schools, I'm paying particular at-
tention to two facets through which I think anthro-
pology can address the subject of formal education.
These are social organization and world view. It is

quite clear, for instance, that not all educators
share the same world view. Differences in the be-
liefs shared by classroom teachers and by non-teaching
educators warrant very careful consideration and
analysis.

HAFNER: Is it possible to confine such a study to
the boundaries of the school?

WOLCOTT: The anthropologist normally takes a step
back and asks what the school is a part of. He takes
the holistic view that characterizes the anthropolog-
ical perspective, not looking at the school as an
isolated, self-contained little island, but as having
a larger base in society. In my study of the prin-
cipal,* I was looking at an occupational role; I think

the study became more ethnographic when I also consid-
ered the cultural forces shaping that role rather than
when I was only looking at how a principal interacts
with faculty and parents or what he does supervising
students and teachers. I was (or, from a strictly
ethnographic point of view, should have been) looking
at a person who was a principal rather than a princi-
pal who happened to be a person.

HAFNER: Various disciplines are looking at the school
as a social system. How would your objectives differ
from those, say, of a sociologist?

WOLCOTT: There is a considerable overlap between what
sociologists and anthropologists do. We draw upon
similar techniques, look at people in human groups,
read and criticize each other's studies and footnote
them in our work, and face similar constraints work-
ing in formal education. Some broad differences are
that, in general, sociologists focus on population
samples of large numbers of people. Sociological
studies often include many schools or school districts.
Anthropologists traditionally have inquired into small
numbers of people who constitute an entire group, like
a whole tribal society or a village group, and in
their school studies typicIlly look at one or a few
individuals, a single school, or a particular event
(like a strike) or period of time (like the social
activities of a senior class). Anthropologists get
to know at least some of their subjects so well that
they call them informants. Sociologists tend to focus
on interaction settings, on groups rather than on in-
dividuals, on subsystems of complex societies, and
on social problems, such as conflict resolution or
professional autonomy. Anthropologists are interested
in what people say and think about what they do, as
well as the behavior itself, and in the ideational
systems people carry around about how things ought to
be. The anthropologist depends on extensive on-site
research over an extended period of time. Thus it is

noted that anthropologists "do field work" while so-
ciologists "gather data." Among other differences one
always comes back to the anthropologist's interest in
the holistic view, where many aspects of human life
are woven together.

HAFNER: To what purposes can ethnographic data be put?

*Harry F. Wolcott, The Man in the Principal's Office:
An Ethnography (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1973).
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WOLCOTT: Let me suggest three different ways ethno-
graphic data can be used. To borrow the analogy sug-
gested by Clyde Kluckhohn's Mirror for Man, I think
ethnographic data can provide careful description and
cultural analysis of what is going on in a school.
The description is there; whether people look in the
"mirror," what they choose to see, and whether they
make changes, probably ought to rest with the person
looking into the mirror rather than with the person
holding it. Second, ethnographic data can be used to
help educators with their problems--either with spe-
cific problems, such as intercultural education, com-
munity assessment, and program effectiveness, or with
getting a new and broader perspective on what the
problem is. Educators tend to look at most problems
as having solutions in schools; anthropologists, by
taking a step back might often be able to point out
that the school is sometimes part of the problem or,
when it is part of the solution, it is only a small
part and not necessarily the critical one. What
school people try to do makes good sense to school
people but does not necessarily make sense in terms
of the problem as seen by other constituencies. The
third purpose is to contribute to our understanding
of human behavior and, particularly, of human learn-
ing. I think that is the long-range goal.

HAFNER: What impact do you hope that anthropology,
and ethnographic studies in particular, will have on
the future of education?

WOLCOTT: Referring again to Mirror for Man, whether
immediate changes can come about will probably depend
on whether educators themselves can learn to use eth-
nographic data, find it useful, and live without
someone telling them what to do. They are busy,
action-oriented people and they don't always want to
look in the mirror. At present more anthropologists
are looking at the schools over a sustained period
of time than ever before, largely because of the
Experimental Schools program funded by the National
Institute of Education. What I hope will come of
this current wave of anthropological attention to
schools is data about what really goes on as opposed
to what we would like to have go on. We will turn
our attention to looking at what happens in schools
all day long rather than in soml sixty-second period
when a child is doing a particular educational task
of the kind that interests educational psychologists
We will pay more attention to unintended as well as
to intended consequences of instruction, to the con-
sequences of going to school at all, and to the
variety of contexts in which we all learn rather than
to the schoolman's necessarily narmier focus of what
is learned in the classroom. Also, we will give in-
creasing attention to the relationship between lan-
guaga and learning. Finally we will appreciate the
fact that we are all products of culture. What we do
and say and how we organize our schools reflect be-
liefs shared among ourselves that are not shared by
people in all times and places.

HAFNER: Do you know of any instances where students
are doing ethnographic studies?

WOLCOTT: I've recently corresponded with a high
school teacher who is teaching anthropology by having
his students act as proto-ethnographers. Ethnography
in their own schools conducted by students poses some
of the methodological and ethical problems faced by
the professional anthropologist such as to whom do
you show your materials? who has a right to get in-
side a group and under what kind of safeguards for
both informants and researcher? dare you share the
information you are getting with the teacher? can in-
formation be shared with "interested" administrators?
This gets into some knotty problems inherent in
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social research.

When fieldwork is not possible, teachers try to im-
merse their pupils in an ethnographic approach by pre-
senting them with archaeological and ethnographic evi-
dence and letting them "muck about" and look for ways
to make sense out of the information confronting them.
This approach characterizes the Anthropological Cur-
riculum Study Project materials developed for high
schools and the Man: A Course of Study materials for
intermediate grades. These materials are designed to
teach anthropology by putting the student in the role
of the anthropologist.

BOOK REVIEW
An example of the studies of school life undertaken
recently is Philip Cusick's Ins7,d9 High School: The
Student's World (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1973). Cusick writes in terms of or-
ganization and systems, groups and roles, not in
terms of culture. His technique, however, is ethno-
graphic and exemplifies what can be done by a teach-
er/administrator looking at a familiar environment
from a new perspective.

Cusick spent six months as a participant observer,
associating with a group of senior athletes in class
and out at Horatio Gates High School. He was looking
for the answer to the question, "How do adolescents
view themselves as students?" Cusick justifies such
a question by considering that what individuals make
of their lives is predicated on how they see their
world.

What Cusick discovered in his field study was a com-
plexity of cultural systems resulting from the basic,
institutional characteristics of the school's organi-
zation. These characteristics include compartmental-
ization of subject matter into discrete areas such as
English, biology, or metal shop; division of the day
into class periods; instruction of students in large
batches; a power hierarchy from superintendent to
principal, teacher, and finally student; the stu-
dent's continued status of ignorance in relation to
those higher up the ladder and privileged with
"knowledge"; dependence on rules and regulations to
maintain order; the physical organization of the
school based on a single classroom with the teach-
er's desk at the front and students' desks arranged
below.

Cusick relates those characteristics to two subsys-
tems: production and maintenance. Production deals
with the transmission of knowledge and skill, the
real justification of the school's existence as an
institution. Maintenance deals with the preservation
and smooth running of the total school organization.
Although separable conceptually, both of Cusick's
subsystems can provide perspectives on any single
issue: the principal lecturing on promptness is en-
forcing the rules of the school, which is a mainte-
nance activity; but he is also teaching desirable
modes of behavior, transmitting social skills and
contributing to the production activities of the
school.

The intended and unintended effects on the student of
the characteristics of the school organization are
described by Cusick. Intended effects deny students
their freedom, mass them, and leave them undifferen-
tiated; unintended effects are lack of student and
teacher interaction, noninvolvement in formal activi-
ties, a fragmented educational experience, minimal
compliance with the system based on concern for only
its maintenance aspects.
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These unintended effects foster the formation of stu-
dent social groups operating around the formal struc-
ture of the school. Conforming to the maintenance
subsystem of the school, the students function within
the margin of acceptability prescribed by the system
while pursuing their own interests. These cliques or
groups focus exclusively on non-academic interests,
such as fishing trips, motorcycle riding, and football
games. (Note that the author was not a participant in
coed or all-girl groups.)

Teachers and administrators are also affected by the
institutional characteristics of the school. Although
Cusick did not become closely allied with members of
either group, he did interview them for their perspec-
tives on the students. Individually their responses
to the system and to the students could also be cate-
gorized by Cusick in terms of production or mainte-
nance subsystems.

Further examples from Cusick's data indicate how an
individual's frame of reference--institutional or
student-group, production or maintenance--led to un-
conscious misunderstandings and misperceptions by even
the best intentioned members of the school. For in-
stance student leaders complained that the student
body did not participate in school activities: they
did not see that one or two groups monopolized the few
available activities; they did not see the closed group
system operating within their social world. In another
instance teachers attempted group-directed and group-
initiated curriculum activities; they were not cogni-
zant, however, of the limited functions of the social
groups to which students automatically revert for
these activities; the personal and social functions of
the groups meant that the group leader was ill equipped
and unmotivated to provide academic leadership.

To Cusick, education at Horatio Gates High School ap-
peared itself to be a maintenance subsystem of the
larger social system of American society. In that
role he saw it preparing students to live with General
Motors' automation and the Army's regimentation and
facilitating the orderly progression of adolescents
into a society dependent upon order and conformity.
The state of educational affairs at Horatio Gates re-
quires readers to respond to the weight of Cusick's
evidence if not his final suggestions. That weight
indicates the power of the ethnographic technique and
should be an incentive to education towards its
mastery.

--Jill Hefner

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND NEWER BOOKS
An eagerly awaited publication, Anthropology and Edu-
cation; An Annotated Bibliographic Guide, by Jacquetta
H. Burnett with the collaboration of Sally W. Gordon
and Carol J. Gormley, was selectively compiled, with
annotated entries arranged alphabetically by author
and including early as well as current documents. The
bibliography is available from the Human Relations
Area File at HRAF, P.O. Box 2015 Y.S., New Haven,
Connecticut 06520.

Two books, too new to be included in the Burnett bib-
liography, from well known contributors to the field
of education anthropology are Education and Cultural
Process, edited by George Spindler (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1974) and Culture and the Edu-
cation Process by Solon T. Kimball (New York:
Columbia University, Teacher's College Press, 1974).
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By Frederick Erickson. 1973. 10 pp. EDRS price: MF-

$0.75, HC-$1.50. In a report to participants in an Ameri-
can Educational Research Association Research Training Work-
shop. April 1972, the author sets forth guidelines for the
conscientious application of ethnographic techniques to the
study of the life of a school. He sees ethnography as an
inquiry process guided by a point of view rather than as a
reporting process guided by a standard technique,. The first

steps of such a fieldwork inquiry process require the state-
ment of a researchable question while keeping in mind the
fact that what is commonplace to observers and to partici-
pants is nonetheless extraordinary and that what goes on in
the school involves the interaction of individuals, groups,
and social units outside of the school. To exemplify the
inquiry process, the issue of ethnicity as a factor in a
school ethnography is identified by the author and ampli-
fied by questions appropriate to field research.

ED 080 512.
A .7: By Richard I. Warren. 1973. 174

pp. EDRS price: MF-$0.75; HC not available from EDRS,
available from School of Education, Stanford Center for Re-
search and Development in Teaching, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA. This case study investigated teaching ex-
perience in an elementary school with 425 pupils and 14
teachers. The study views teaching not only in the context
of the classroom but also in the organizational context of
the community. It is an ethnographic study concerned with
the interdependence of teaching behavior, beliefs about the
teacner's role, and institutional settings. Specifically,
it deals with the cultural processes that define and struc-
ture the role of the teacher as technician and socializa-
tion agent and with teachers' responses to such processes.

ED 036 562. 'epo.int! It ma Cal-
M.. i! I ». t' 1)4 .f..rt By Francis

A. J. Ianni and Patricia Caesar. 1973. 19 pp. EDRS

price: MF- S0.75, HC-$1.50. It is the intent of this re-
search program to provide a comparative base of social re-
lationship patterns out of which will grow preliminary gen-
eralizations about the regularities of behavior which char-
acterize the high school and to make the base available to
education decision makers. While educational research fo-
cuses on the student as learner and the adult as organizer,
this project describes the social organization to which
both contribute and assumes that a school is a social sys-
tem in which members share a common culture. Field research
is being done in three New York area high schoolsurban,
suburban, and rural--by anthropological teams living in the
community and participating in the school.

EJ 072 301. "The School as a Social Environment for Learn-
ing: Social Organization and Micro-Social Process in Educa-
tion." By Sarane S. Boocock. r,q010:rj, of FducatIon, vol.
46, no. 1, pp. 15-50, Winter 1973. Not available from EDRS.

A synthesis of the literature on the social organization of
schools and the interaction comprising the social process
of education, this article concludes with a suggested re-
search agenda oriented toward the development of a real
theory of the school as a social environment of learning.
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is the tentative title of a forthcoming ERIC/ChESS
publication. Thomas L. Dynneson of the University of
Texas of the Permian Basin has drawn together a
wealth of information on materials and approaches for
teaching anthropology on the elementary and secondary
levels and has also included a chapter on the uses of
anthropology in illuminating the life of schools and
classrooms. The paper will be available from the
Social Science Education Consortium, Inc., 855
Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80302 by December 1974;
it will also be indexed in RIE and available in
microfiche and hardcopy from EDRS.

ANTHRO AND/IN/OF EDUCATION
To pick up on the Wolcott theme of providing a mirror
for educators, Francis A. J. Ianni and Edward Storey,
editors of Cultural Relevance and Educational Issues:
Readings in Anthropology and Education (Boston:
Little Brown and Co., 1973), intend to mirror educa-
tion in America as a social problem. While taking
into account the difficulties that educators and an-
thropologists may have in their professional expecta-
tions of one another, the editors outline the ways in
which anthropology can be related to education: (1)

anthropology and education, a generic relationship
between culture and teaching and learning, considered
as philosophy and force in human society; (2) anthro-
pology in education, substantive knowledge embodied
in curriculum or in teacher training; (3) anthropol-
ogy of education, the inquiry into organized educa-
tion, educational research, and educational aims and
effects.

SPECIAL JOURNAL ISSUE
Human Organization, the quarterly journal of the
Society for Applied Anthropology, will publish an is-
sue devoted to the ethnography of schools during the
summer or fall of 1975. It will be introduced and
edited by Harry Wolcott.

KEEPING UP
How can classroom teachers keep in touch with what
professional anthropologists are doing? Harry
Wolcott suggests that for a modest $7.50 teachers are
welcome to join the Council on Anthropology and Edu-
cation (CAE). They should contact the American An-
thropological Association, 1703 New Hampshire Ave.,
NW, Washington, D. C. 20009. As Wolcott states:

The immediate benefits are two. First, they
would receive the excellent CAE Quarterly;
second, they would become part of the network
of people sharing special interest through
memberships in special committees.

In addition to papers and articles, the CAE Quarterly
also carries a series on courses in anthropology and
education at the university level, notes, announce-
ments, professional news, and a bibliography of recent
publications.

This issue of Looking At... began as a look at the
ways all the social sciences have applied their ap-
proaches to the study of schools and classrooms;
however, this topic was far too broad for coverage
in one issue of booking At.... If you would be
interested in having other social science perspec-
tives on schools presented in Looking At..., please
let us know.
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